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A B S T R A C T 
This dissertation solves two problems relating to the structure of graphs. 
The first of these is motivated by Kuratowski's Theorem, perhaps the most 
famous result in graph theory. This theorem states that K5 and Ksj are the 
only non-planar graphs for which both G\e, the deletion of the edge e, and G/e, 
the contraction of the edge e, are planar for all edges e of G. We characterize 
the non-planar graphs for which G\e or G/e is planar for all edges e of (7. 
The second problem we solve is motivated by Tutte's wheels theorem. An 
immediate consequence of this theorem is that the wheel graphs are the basic 
building blocks for the collection of simple, 3-connected graphs. Therefore it 
is of interest to examine the structure of the graphs that do not have a minor 
isomorphic to the fc-spoked wheel, Wk, for small values of k. Dirac determined 
that the graphs having no W3-minor are the series-parallel networks. It follows 
easily from Tutte's wheels theorem is that W$ is the only graph that has a W3-
minor and no WVminor. Oxley characterized the graphs that have a W4-minor 
and no Ws-minor. We characterize the planar graphs that have a W5-minor 
and no WVminor. We also determine the best-possible upper bound on the 
number of edges of such a graph. 
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C H A P T E R 1 
Introduction 
Many results in graph theory state that a graph has either a certain prop-
erty or a certain special substructure. Kuratowski's Theorem (1930), perhaps 
the best-known result in graph theory, is a result of this type. The theorem 
asserts that if a graph G is not embeddable in the plane, then it has one of the 
graphs K$ and #3,3 contained in it in a particular way. More precisely: 
1.1 Theorem. A graph is planar if and only if it has no subgraph that 
is a subdivision of Ks or K3j3. 
The reader familiar with graph theory will recall other results of this 
type. These include the characterization of outerplanar graphs (Char tr and 
and Harary 1967) and the characterization of series-parallel networks (Dirac 
1952). 
The remainder of this section deals with notation and terminology that 
will be used throughout this dissertation. Our notation will follow Bondy and 
Murty (1976). We allow a graph to have loops and 2-cycles; a simple graph 
has no loops or 2-cycles. We let V(G) and E(G) denote the set of vertices 
and edges of (7, respectively. Let A" be a subset of E(G). The deletion of X 
from (7, denoted by G\X, is the graph having vertex set V(G) and edge set 
E(G) — X. We also say that (7 is an extension of G\X. The contraction of the 
edge uv from G, denoted by G/uv, is the graph found by deleting edge uv and 
identifying the vertices u and v as a new vertex in the graph. It is elementary 
to show that (G/ei)/e2 is isomorphic to ((7/e2)/ei (see Welsh (1976)); thus 
G/X is well-defined up to vertex labellings. We also say that G is a coextension 
of G/X. The terms single-element extension and single-element coextension 
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will denote an extension and coextension, respectively, for which |A"| = 1. The 
graph H is a minor of G if there are disjoint subsets X and Y of E(G) such 
that G\X/Y is isomorphic to H together with a set of isolated vertices. We 
say that H is a proper minor of (7 if X U Y ^ 0. The graph (7 has an H-minor 
if (7 has a minor isomorphic to H. Let H be a collection of graphs. The graph 
G has an H-minor if G has an if-minor for some H in W. 
Next we define connectivity, a basic concept in graph theory. A connected 
graph is a graph in which every two vertices are joined by a path. Let G 
be a graph. A k-vertex cut of G is a subset V of V(G) such that G — V 
is disconnected and \V'\ = k. If {v} is a 1-vertex cut of G, then v is called 
a cut vertex of G. The set X is a k-edge cut oi G if \X\ = k and G\X is 
disconnected. If (7 has two non-adjacent vertices, then the connectivity of (7, 
denoted by K(G), is the minimum value of k for which (7 has a A;-vertex cut; 
otherwise, K(G) = \V(G)\ — 1. The graph (7 is k-connected if «((7) > k. A 
6/ocfc is a connected graph that has no cut vertex, while a block of a graph is a 
subgraph that is a block and is maximal with respect to this property. Observe 
that if a single edge is a block of (7, then the edge is a loop or the edge lies 
in no cycle of (7. We call an edge of the latter type an isthmus. The class of 
3-connected graphs will play a major role in this dissertation. 
Next we consider three special types of extension and coextension. Let 
(7 be a graph. An edge e is a parallel edge of G if e lies in a 2-cycle of G. 
Suppose e is a parallel edge of G. Then G\e is a parallel deletion of (7. An 
edge e is a series edge of (7 if e lies in a minimal 2-edge cut of G. If e is a 
series edge of G, then G/e is a series contraction of (7. We say that G is a 
series-parallel extension of H if there is a sequence of graphs H\, H2, .-., Hn 
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such that H a Hi, G cz Hn, and for all i in {2, 3, . . . , n}, there is an e,- in 
E(Hi) such that either Hi-\ is a parallel deletion or a series contraction of Hi. 
The terms parallel extension and series extension are defined similarly. 
We will call a graph that consists only of a 3-cycle a triangle. A triangula-
tion is a planar graph in which every face is a triangle. There are five graphs, 
in addition to A*s and K3f3, that occur frequently in the following chapters. 
These graphs are illustrated in Figure 1. The graph A*3,fc is a generalization 
of A'3,3. Each of the graphs K'3 k, K'3'k, and K'3"k is an extension of A's.fr. 
Also depicted in Figure 1 is the k-wheel, Wk. Explicitly, we construct Wk by 
beginning with a fc-cycle which we call the rim of the wheel. Next, we add a 
new vertex, the hub of the wheel, joining it to each vertex of the fc-cycle. We 
call the edges that join the rim to the hub the spokes of the wheel. 
Let (?i and (?2 be graphs having disjoint vertex sets. There are many 
ways to construct a new graph from G\ and (?2. The disjoint union of G'i and 
C72 is the graph with vertex set F(G'i) U V{G2) and edge set E{GX) U E{G2). 
For i = l and 2, let U{ be a vertex of Gi. The graph obtained by identifying 
«i and «2 as a new vertex u is call the 1-sum of Gi and G*2 with respect. 
to vertices «i and «2- For i = 1 and 2, let mvi be an edge of G,. The 
graph P((Gi;uiVi),(G2',U2V2)), called a parallel connection of Gi and G'2 with 
respect to the basepoints «ivi and 1*2̂ 2» is formed as follows: For t = 1 and 
2, delete U{Vi from Gj. Identify the vertices «i and u2 as a new vertex u and 
identify the vertices vi and V2 as a new vertex v. Finally, join u and v by a new 
edge p. If, for all t in {1, 2}, Gi has three or more edges and uw is neither a 
loop nor an isthmus, then P((Gi;ttiVi),(G2;tt2t»2))\p is called a 2-sum of G'i 
and G2. The 2-sum of graphs will play an important part in this dissertation. 
4 
FIGURE 1 
GRAPHS A-3lfc, K'3>k, K3\k, K'3"<k, AND Wk 
The following are two basic properties of 2-sum. 
1.2 Proposition. A graph G is simple, 2-connected, but not 3-connected 
if and only ifG is a 2-sum of simple, 2-connected graphs G\ and G2 each having 
three or more vertices. Also, the 2-sum of G\ and G2 has a minor isomorphic 
to each of G\ and G2 • 
1.3 Proposition. If G is a 2-sum of graphs G\ and G2 and G has a 
minor isomorphic to a simple, 3-connected graph H, then G\ or G2 has a 
minor isomorphic to H. 
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Suppose G has an if-minor. Then there is a sequence of graphs Hi, H2, 
. . . , Hn such that H ~ Hi, G ~ JETn, and, for all t in {2, 3, . . . , n} , there 
is an edge e< of J5Tj such that either if<\e,- or Hi/ei is isomorphic to i/ i_i. 
It would be beneficial to know when the intermediate graphs, Hi, H2, . . . , 
Hn, all have a certain property. In particular, the following statements give 
conditions for when the intermediate graphs are all simple and 3-connected. 
The first theorem is known as "Tutte's wheels theorem" (1961). 
1.4 Theorem. Let G be simple and 3-connected and suppose G has at 
least four vertices. For every edge e of G, suppose that neither G\e nor G/e 
is both simple and 3-connected. Then G ~ Wk for some k>3. 
The following corollary is easy to derive directly from Tutte's result. 
1.5 Corollary. Let G be simple and 3-connected. Let k be the largest 
integer such that G has a Wk-minor. Then, for some n > 1, there is a sequence 
of simple, 3-connected graphs Hi, H2, ..., Hn such that Wk ^ Hi, G cz Hn, 
and, for all i in {2, 3, ..., n}, Hi is a single-element extension or a single-
element coextension of H{-\. 
To apply this corollary, we must be able to determine the single-element 
extensions and single-element coextensions of a given graph. Furthermore, 
these single-element extensions and single-element coextensions must be simple 
and 3-connected graphs. Such extensions and coextensions are called non-
trivial single-element extensions and coextensions. Suppose H is simple and 
3-connected. A non-trivial single-element extension of H is found by joining 
two distinct non-adjacent vertices of if by a new edge. If G is a non-trivial 
single-element coextension of H, then G is obtained by splitting a vertex v 
of H, of degree four or more, into two adjacent vertices v' and v" such that 
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G/v'v" ^ H. It is easy to check that splitting a vertex of degree four yields at 
most three non-isomorphic, 3-connected graphs. 
With the assistance of the last corollary, we are able to prove the following 
elementary proposition. This demonstrates the types of proofs that will be 
encountered in Chapter 2. 
1.6 Proposi t ion. Suppose G is a 3-connected graph that has a W3 -minor. 
Furthermore, assume that there is an edge e of G such that neither G\e nor 
G/e has a W3-minor. Then G ~W3. 
Proof. Suppose k is the largest integer such that G has a WVminor. Then 
k > 3. Suppose k > 3. Then there are disjoint sets X and Y of E(G) such that 
G\X/Y ~ Wk. Hence e is not in X U Y. Thus e is either a spoke or an edge 
of the rim of G\X/Y. Suppose that e is a spoke of G\X/Y. Then G\X/Y\e 
has a TVjj-minor. But then G\e has a H^-minor; this is a contradiction. If we 
assume that e is an edge of the rim of G\X/Y, then a similar argument reveals 
another contradiction. Thus k < 3 and we now have that A: = 3. Hence W3 is 
the largest wheel that is a minor of G. 
Suppose G is not isomorphic to W3. Then, by Corollary 1.5, there is 
a single-element extension or single-element coextension of W3 that is simple 
and 3-connected. However, as W3 ~ A4, no extension of W3 is simple; and, 
as every vertex of W3 has degree three, no coextension of W3 is 3-connected. 
Thus G ~ W3. • 
Suppose C is a collection of graphs that is closed with respect to minors. 
A graph H is a splitter for C if whenever G is in C and G has an //-minor, then 
G a H. Let C be the collection of 3-connected graphs G such that (i) G has 
no WVminor; and (ii) there is an edge e of G such that neither G\e nor G/e 
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has a WVminor. From Proposition 1.6, we see that Wk is the only splitter of 
C. 
A generalization of Tutte's wheels theorem is a result of Seymour (1980) 
and, independently, Negami (1982). This theorem is commonly referred to as 
"the splitter theorem for graphs." 
1.7 Theorem. Let G and H be simple and 3-connected, each having at 
least four edges. Suppose G has an H-minor and, for all k, G is not isomorphic 
to Wk. Then there is an edge e of G such that one of G\e and G/e is simple, 
3-connected, and has an H-minor. 
The following corollary of the splitter theorem will be used extensively in 
the following chapters. 
1.8 Corollary. Let G and H be simple and 3-connected, each having at 
least four edges. Suppose G has an H-minor. IfH~ Wk, then assume that G 
has no Wk+i-minor. Then there is a sequence of simple, 3-connected graphs 
Hi, H2, ..., Hn such that H ~ Hi, G ~ Hn, and, for alli in {2, 3, ..., n}, Hi 
is either a single-element extension or a single-element coextension of ifj_i. 
In the following chapters we will be concerned with situations of the fol-
lowing type. Suppose the graph H is given and it is known that the graph 
G has an if-minor. Furthermore, assume that both G and if are simple and 
3-connected and, if i f ~ Wk, then G has no Wit+i-minor. We are able to use 
Corollary 1.8 to determine the structure of G. To do this, we begin with H and 
find the collection, Cj, of simple, 3-connected graphs, that are single-element 
extensions or single-element coextensions of H. In general, we let Ck be the 
collection of simple, 3-connected graphs that are single-element extensions or 
single-element coextensions of some graph in Ck-i - From the graphs in Ci, we 
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determine the graphs in C2, and then from these the graphs in C3, and so on, 
until we are able to ascertain the structure of G. 
C H A P T E R 2 
A Characterization of Almost-Planar Graphs 
. 2.1 Introduction 
One of the most celebrated results in graph theory is Kuratowski's charac-
terization of non-planar graphs. In 1937 Wagner gave the following restatement 
of Kuratowski's Theorem. 
2.1.1 Theorem. A graph G is planar if and only if G has a no minor 
isomorphic to As or K3<3. 
Hence As and A"3,3 are the only non-planar graphs for which both the 
deletion and the contraction of any edge results in a planar graph. In this 
chapter we characterize the non-planar graphs G such that , for every edge c of 
G, the deletion or the contraction of e from G results in a planar graph. We 
call such a non-planar graph an almost-planar graph. 
The study of almost-planar graphs is also motivated by another of Wag-
ner's results. In 1967 he characterized nearly-planar graphs, those non-planar 
graphs for which the deletion of any vertex is planar. The set of almost-planar 
graphs is a proper subset of the set of nearly-planar graphs. Wagner docs 
not list the nearly-planar graphs but gives a method by which they can be 
constructed. Using this construction, the almost-planar graphs can be deter-
mined. Section 2.3 will provide more detail on how the almost-planar graphs 
can be found using this result of Wagner and why this method was not chosen 
for determining the almost-planar graphs. 
To characterize almost-planar graphs, we make extensive use the following 
theorem of Hall (1943) which asserts that , for a 3-connected graph G with at 
least six vertices, only A"3,3-minors prohibit G from being planar. 
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2.1.2 Theorem. IfG is a 3-connected, non-planar graph with six or more 
vertices, then G has a K3f3-minor. 
Before stating the main result of this chapter, we define four infinite fam-
ilies of almost-planar graphs. For k > 3, a bicycle wheel on k + 2 vertices is the 
graph G that is formed from a cycle on k vertices and a single disjoint edge, 
/ , by joining each endpoint of / to each vertex of the fc-cycle. Let ft denote 
this fc-cycle. Let ei be an edge of ft and let e2 be an edge incident with an 
endpoint of / . Then G is almost-planar since all of G\f, G/f, G\ei, and G/e2 
are planar. Let B denote the set of all bicycle wheels. Let B' denote the set 
of non-planar subgraphs of a bicycle wheel that have exactly one edge e such 
that both the deletion and contraction of e are planar. We will see that B' 
plays an important role within the class of almost-planar graphs. Note that 
A"s is a member of B. However As is not a member of B' since the deletion 
and contraction of any edge from As results in a planar graph. 
Let M! denote the class of all simple, 3-connected graphs G embeddable 
on the Mobius band in such a way that: 
(i) the vertices of G lie on the border of the band; 
(ii) the border of the band is a Hamiltonian cycle of G, denoted by A; and 
(iii) there are four edges, ei, e2, e3, and e4, of G such that , for all i in {1, 
2, 3, 4} , ei is not an edge of A, and {ei, e2, e3, e4} forms a matching in G. 
The graphs of M.' will also play an important role in determining the set 
of almost-planar graphs. An important subclass of M' is the class M of graphs 
that are formed from a 2A:-cycle, for k > 4, by joining all pairs of diametrically-
opposite vertices. The graph in Figure 2 is an example of a member of M. Let 
G be a graph in M., let e be an edge of A, and let / be an edge that is not an 
11 
edge of A. Since G\e and G/f are planar, G is almost-planar. 
FIGURE 2 
A MEMBER OF M 
The graphs Hi(m,n,r) and H2(m,n,r), where m, n, and r are each at 
least two, are illustrated in Figure 3. Consider the graph ifi(m,n,r) and 
let C = {uu :u 6 V(G), u ^ vi}l){ww :w € V{G),w ± xn,yi}. Then 
Hi(m,n,r)/e is planar for all e in C and Hi(m,n,r)\f is planar for all / 
not in C. For the graph if2(m,n,r), let C = {uu : u € V(G)}U{wz}. Then 
if2(m,n,r)/e is planar for all e in C and H2(m,n,r)\f is planar for all / not 
in C. Thus the graphs Hi(m,n,r) and if2(m,n,r) are almost-planar. For 
i = 1 and 2, let Hi be the collection of all graphs isomorphic to Hi{m,n,r) 
for some m, n, and r. The collection of graphs isomorphic to Hi(m,n,r)\D, 
where I? is a subset of {uv, uz, wz}, is denoted by %\. 
The main theorem of this chapter is as follows. 
2.1.3 Theorem. Let G be a simple, 3-connected, non-planar graph such 
that, for all e in E(G), G\e or G/e is planar. Then G is isomorphic to a minor 





GRAPHS ifi(m,n,r) AND if2(m,n,r) 
Theorem 2.1.3 has the following equivalent restatement. This is the the-
orem that we will prove in the next section. 
2.1.4 Theorem. Let G be a simple, 3-connected, non-planar graph such 
that, for all e in E{G), G\e or G/e is planar. Then G is isomorphic to a minor 
of a graph that is a member ofB', H\, "H2, or M.'. 
Two corollaries of the main theorem characterize those almost-planar 
graphs that are not 3-connected. To prove the first of these corollaries, the 
following lemma will be needed. Its elementary proof is omitted. 
2.1.5 Lemma. If G is an almost-planar graph and H is a non-planar 
minor of G, then H is almost-planar. 
2.1.6 Corollary. IfG is a connected, almost-planar graph, then G is a 
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series-parallel extension of a simple, 3-connected, almost-planar graph. 
Proof. Let G be a connected, almost-planar graph. We first show G is 
2-connected by showing that G is a block. Let Gj , G2,. • . , Gk be the blocks of 
G. As G is non-planar, Gj is non-planar for some j , say j = 1. Suppose k > 2. 
Let t be in {2, 3, . . . , k} and e be in E(Gi). Both G\e and G/e have Gi as a 
block and, therefore, both are non-planar. But as G is almost-planar, this is 
a contradiction. Therefore E(Gi) is empty. This implies that A: = 1 and G is 
2-connected. 
The graph G is almost-planar. Therefore it has an almost-planar subgraph 
of which G is a series-parallel extension. Among such almost-planar subgraphs, 
let G' be one for which |£?(G')| is minimal. If G' is simple and 3-connected, 
then the proof is complete. Suppose G' is not 3-connected. By Proposition 
1.2, G' is a 2-sum of two 2-connected graphs Gi and if] with respect to the 
basepoints U1V1 and u2v2. As G' has a A5- or A ^ - m i n o r and both A5 and 
A"3)3 are simple and 3-connected, we may assume, by Proposition 1.3, that 
Gi has a A5- or As^-minor. By Lemma 2.1.5, Gi is almost-planar. We now 
determine the structure of i f i . 
Suppose that u2v2 is in a 2-cycle {«2
V2>«} of Hi. Since Hi is connected 
and |V(if i ) | > 3, there is an edge / of ifi such that / is not in {e, U2V2), 
and {«2f2»/} is not a 2-cycle. Then both P((Gi ; uiVi),(Hi\f; u2v2))\p and 
P((Gi; U1V1), ( i f i / / ; «2«2))\p have a Gi-minor and are therefore non-planar. 
Hence, G\f and G/f are both non-planar. This is a contradiction since G is 
almost-planar. Therefore, u2V2 is in no 2-cycle of i f i . 
Since u2v2 is not an isthmus of i f i , there is a cycle C of Hi containing 
u2v2. If E(Hi) ^ C, then let / be an element of E(Hi) - C. Then u2v2 
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is not a loop but does he on a cycle in both i f i \ / and i f i / / . Therefore 
P ( (Gi ;« iVi ) , ( i f i \ / ; « 2 «2) ) \p and P((Gi ;«iVi) , ( i f i / / ;«2V2)) \p each have a 
Gi-minor. Thus, G\f and G/f are non-planar, a contradiction. Hence, 
E(Hi) = C and G' is a series extension of G i . Therefore G is a series-parallel 
extension of Gi which contradicts the minimality of |JE?(G')|. Hence G' is 
3-connected. 
If G' is not simple, then let G" be the simple graph associated with G \ 
As G' is clearly loopless, G' is a parallel extension of G", and hence G is a 
series-parallel extension of G". This is a contradiction to the minimality of 
\E(G')\. Therefore G' is simple and the corollary is proved. I 
2.1.7 Corollary. IfG is a disconnected, almost-planar graph, then G is 
the union of a 2-connected, almost-planar graph and a set of isolated vertices. 
Proof. Let G be a disconnected, almost-planar graph with connected 
components G i , G 2 , . . . , G*. Then Gj is non-planar for some j in { 1 , 2 , . . . , k}. 
We now show that E(Gi) = 0 for all i ^ j . If e is in E(Gi) for some i ^ j , 
then both G\e and G/e have Gj as a component. Hence G\e and G/e are 
non-planar, a contradiction. Therefore, E(Gi) = 0, which implies |F(Gj) | = 1, 
for all i ^ j . The conclusion is immediate. • 
Theorem 2.1.3 can also be used to characterize those non-planar graphs 
for which every proper deletion is planar, and those non-planar graphs for 
which every proper contraction is planar. 
2.1.8 Corollary. Suppose G is non-planar and G\e is planar for ev-
ery edge e of G. Then G can be obtained by adding isolated vertices to a 
subdivision of Ks or K3f3. 
Corollary 2.1.8 is also easy to derive directly from Kuratowski's Theorem. 
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Corollary 2.1.0 is another result of Wagner (1970). 
2.1.0 Corollary. Suppose H is a non-planar graph and H/e is planar for 
every edge e of H. Then H can be obtained by adding isolated vertices to a 
parallel extension of As, K3f3, K3f3, K3f3, or K3'3. 
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2.2 Proof of the Main Theorem 
For brevity, the term "graph" will refer to a simple, 3-connected graph 
throughout the remainder of this chapter. The terms "extension" and "co-
extension" will denote a non-trivial single-element extension and coextension, 
respectively. The graph H is said to be an "almost-planar extension" of the 
graph G if H is an extension ofG and H is almost-planar. The term "almost-
planar coextension" will be used similarly. 
To prove Theorem 2.1.4, we make extensive use of Theorem 2.1.2 and 
Corollary 1.8. The latter states that a 3-connected, simple, non-planar graph 
can be recovered from As or A"3)3 by a sequence of edge additions and ver-
tex splittings. Lemma 2.1.5 implies that the almost-planar graphs are those 
graphs that arise from A's or A3,3 by performing a sequence of almost-planar 
extensions and coextensions. 
The following lemma will assist in the proof of Theorem 2.1.4. This 
lemma states conditions under which the order in which one performs an edge 
addition and a vertex splitting can be interchanged. 
2.2.1 Lemma. Suppose 
(i) G is an almost-planar graph and v is a vertex of degree three in G; 
(ii) Gi and G2 are almost-planar extensions of G, and degG{(v) = 4, for 
i = 1 and 2; and 
(Hi) H is an almost-planar extension of both Gi and G2 and degu(v) = 5. 
Then every almost-planar coextension of H found by splitting v can also 
be obtained from Gi or G2 by first splitting v and then adding an edge. 
Proof. Let G , \ / j = G and G 2 \ / 2 = G. Then if\/2 = Gi and H\fi = 
G2. Let ei,e2, and 63 be the edges of G incident with v. Then the edges 
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of if incident with v are ei,e2,e3,fi, and f2. Let H' be an almost-planar 
coextension of H found by splitting the vertex v into v' and v". In H', the 
degrees of v' and v" are each at least three and the sum of the two degrees is 
seven. Therefore one of v' and v" has degree three. 
We may assume v' has degree three. Then v" has degree four. Suppose / i 
and / 2 are incident with v'. Then H\fi\f2\v'v" ~ G and H/v'v" ~ G\. Since 
G and Gi are both non-planar, both H\v'v" and H/v'v" are non-planar. This 
is a contradiction since if is almost-planar. Thus at most one of / j and f2 
may be incident with v'. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume 
that / j is incident with v". But then H'\f2 is a coextension of Gi and the 
lemma is proved. H 
For an almost-planar graph G, let S(G) denote the set of edges e such that 
both G\e and G/e are planar. S(G) will be abbreviated as S when no confusion 
regarding the graph should result. Using a simple, yet tedious, process, we will 
not only determine all almost-planar graphs, but also determine the almost-
planar graphs that have |S | = k for all values of k. Suppose H is a minor of 
G. The next lemma provides a relationship between S(if) and S(G). 
2.2.2 Lemma. IfG is an almost-planar graph and G\X/Y is non-planar, 
then S(G\X/Y) contains S(G). 
Proof. Let H = G\X/Y. By Lemma 2.1.5, i f is almost-planar. Let e 
be in S(G). We first show that e is in E(H). Let / be in X. Then G\f has 
an if-minor. Since H is non-planar, G\f is non-planar. Therefore, / is not in 
S(G). Similarly it can be shown that if / is in Y, then / is not in S(G). Hence 
e is not in X U Y and therefore e is in E(H). 
As e is in S(G), both G\e and G/e are planar. Thus both (G\e)\X/Y 
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and (G/e)\X/Y are planar. Since these graphs are isomorphic to H\e and 
H/e, respectively, e is in S(if) . B 
From this lemma and Kuratowski's Theorem, we deduce that if G is an 
almost-planar graph, then, since A's has ten edges and A'3,3 has nine edges, 
S(G) has at most ten elements. 
Lemma 2.2.2 suggests the following recursive strategy for determining all 
almost-planar graphs. First we attempt to determine the almost-planar graphs 
that have ten elements in S. Then, assuming that the almost-planar graphs 
which have more than k elements in S are known, we try to determine the 
almost-planar graphs that have exactly k elements in S. We have no a priori 
knowledge that this will be possible. 
To determine the almost-planar graphs that have exactly k elements in S, 
we will use a basic case-checking argument. This technique is tedious but it 
does result in a proof, albeit a lengthy one, of Theorem 2.1.4. 
We first determine the almost-planar graphs G for which S(G) has exactly 
10 elements. By Lemma 2.2.2, G must have a As-minor. Therefore, by 
Corollary 1.8, there is a sequence of almost-planar graphs, i f i , H2, ..., Hn, 
such that A5 ~ Hi, G cz Hn, and ifj+i is an almost-planar extension or an 
almost-planar coextension of if;. There are no extensions of A5, thus if2 is 
a coextension of A's. Therefore the graph if2 has six vertices. By Theorem 
2.1.2, if2 has a A3i3-minor. Lemma 2.2.2 yields that |S(^T2 )I is at most nine. 
Hence G = A's and we conclude that A5 is the only almost-planar graph having 
ten elements in S, and all other almost-planar graphs have at least six vertices. 
Next, we determine the almost-planar graphs G having |S(G)| = 9. Since 
G has at least six vertices, Theorem 2.1.2 states that G has a A'3,3-minor. We 
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now apply Corollary 1.8 with if equal to A ^ . 
The following paragraphs refer to the graphs G( l l , l ) , G(ll ,2), and 
G(12,1). These graphs are shown in Figure 4. 
G(ll,l) G<".2) O^2'1) 
FIGURE 4 
GRAPHS G( l l , l ) , G(ll ,2), AND G(12,l) 
Since each vertex of A3,3 has degree three, A'3,3 has no coextension. All 
extensions of A'3,3 are isomorphic to A"^. It is elementary to check that 
S(A*3 3) has nine elements. An extension or coextension of A3 3 is isomorphic 
to one of K'3\3, G( l l , l ) , and G(ll ,2). These graphs are almost-planar and 
have |S| = 9, 8, and 6, respectively. 
To complete the determination of the almost-planar graphs with |S| = 9, 
we need only study K33. An extension of K33 is isomorphic to K'33 or 
G(12,1). These two graphs are almost-planar and have |S| = 9 and 7, re-
spectively. An almost-planar coextension G' of K33 is found by splitting one 
of the vertices of degree four or the vertex of degree five. By Lemma 2.2.1, 
G' is an almost-planar extension of G(ll ,2). Since |S(G(11,2))| = 6, Lemma 
2.2.2 yields that |S(G")| < 6. 
Let G' be an extension of K'33. Then G' has a vertex of degree three. Let 
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e be an edge adjacent to such a vertex. Then G'\e and G'/e are series-parallel 
extensions of A's. Hence G' is not almost-planar. Suppose G' is an almost-
planar coextension of A ^ . Then, by Lemma 2.2 .1 , G' is an almost-planar 
extension of an almost-planar coextension of K33. Because an almost-planar 
coextension of K33 has at most six elements in S, the set S(G') has no more 
than six elements. Therefore A'3,3, K3 3, K33, and A ^ are the almost-planar 
graphs with exactly nine elements in S. 
Suppose the almost-planar graph G has exactly eight elements in S(G). 
Then G has a G(ll , l)-minor. We claim that G = (7(11,1). Every almost-
planar extension of G ( l l , l ) is isomorphic to G(12,1). If G' is an almost-
planar coextension of G ( l l , l ) , then, by Lemma 2.2.1 , G' is an almost-planar 
extension of G( l l , 2 ) . Therefore |S(G')| < 6. Hence G = (7(11,1) and this is 
the only almost-planar graph that has exactly eight elements in S. 
Suppose G is an almost-planar graph that has exactly seven elements in 
S(G). Then G has a minor isomorphic to G(12,1). An almost-planar extension 
G' of G(12,1) is in B and so |S(G)| = 1. If G' is an almost-planar coextension of 
G(12,1), then, by Lemma 2.2.1, G' has a G( l l , 2)-minor. Therefore, |S(G')| < 
6. Hence G(12,1) is the only almost-planar graph with exactly seven elements 
in S. 
We have now shown that if G is almost-planar, then |S(G)| < 6 or G is 
isomorphic to A's, #3,3, K'3<3, K'3\3, K'3">3, G ( l l , l ) , or G(12,l) . 
We now define 11 disjoint classes, £7i, G2» • • •» £7i 1, of almost-planar graphs. 
Figure 5 depicts a general graph, labeled Gi, from each of these classes. Note 
that except for £7s, £7r, and £7io, all classes contain an infinite number of graphs. 





A MEMBER OF £7; for 1 < i < 11 
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graph. Much of the remainder of the proof will show that if |S(G)| < 6 and 
G is not in B', H[, 7i'2, or AC, then G is in £7i for some i. In each class of 
graphs, n, p, and r are each at least two while q is at least one. In addition, 
m is at least two in all classes except for £7g, where m > 1. Any number of 
the dashed edges may or may not appear in a graph belonging to one of these 
classes with the following exceptions: (i) Suppose G is a member of £73. The 
subset {vxi,uzq} is not contained in E(G). If q = 1, then vxi is an edge of G. 
(ii) Neither {vxn,uwi} nor {uzq,vxi} is a subset of the edge set of a graph in 
Qs. (iii) Suppose G is a member of £7g. The set {uwi,vxn} or {vy,wpz} is not 
contained in E(G). If m = 1, then wpz is an edge of G. 
We let X represent the set of vertices {xi, X2, ..., xn} and we define V, 
W, Y, and Z similarly. We also note that if a graph G is a member of £7i or 
£?2, then S(G) = {uv, uy, vw, vz, wy, yz}. The graphs in £?3 have S = {«»>, 
uy, vw, wy}, while the graphs in GA and £7s have S = {uv, vw, vz}. If G is a 
member of £7e or £77, then S(G) = {uv, vw}. If G is in £7g, then S(G) = {vv, 
uy} while if G is a member of £7Q, then S(G) = {uv, vz}. Suppose G lies in 
£?io> £7ii» HJ, H'2, or AC. Then the set S(G) is empty. Recall that, all members 
of B' have exactly one element in S(G). 
The rest of this section determines the almost-planar graphs that, have 
six or fewer elements in S. To do this we shall prove the following result. In 
this theorem Ti represents £7i for all i in {1, 2, . . . , 9}, Tm represents B', T\\ 
represents £7io> F\2 represents £7n, .F13 represents H'i, Tu represents H2, and 
^ i s represents AC. 
2.2.3 Theorem. Let G be in Ti for some i in {1 ,2 , . . . , 15}, and let G' 
be an aimost-p/anar extension or coextension of G. Then G' is in Ti or, for 
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some j in {i + 1, i + 2, ..., 15}, G' has an Tj-minor. 
We shall prove this theorem first for i = 1, then for i = 2, and so on. Once 
we. have established the theorem for all values of i, we will be able to easily 
prove Theorem 2.1.4 as we now show. Suppose Theorem 2.2.3 holds. We will 
use the following lemma to prove Theorem 2.1.4. 
2.2.4 Lemma. The set T1UT2 U • • • UFis is closed with respect to almost-
planar extensions and coextensions. 
Proof. We will use induction. The term "closed with respect, to almost-
planar extensions and coextensions" will be abbreviated as "closed." From 
Theorem 2 .2 .3, the class AC =Tis is closed. Now suppose that, for some i 
in { 1 , 2 , . . . , 13}, the set Ti+iUTi+2 U • • • UF15 is closed. To show TiUTi+i U 
•••U^is is closed, let G be a graph in this set. If G is not in Ti, then, by 
the induction hypothesis, all almost-planar extensions and all almost-planar 
coextensions of G are in Ti+iUTi+2 U • • • U.F15. Hence we may suppose that G 
is in Ti. 
Let G' be an almost-planar extension or coextension of G. By Theorem 
2.2.3, either G' is in Ti or G has an Tj-mmox for some j > i. In the first, 
case, G' is certainly in TiUTi+i U •••Ti$. Now suppose G' has an Tj-minov. 
Let if be in Tj such that G has an if-minor. If G' cz H, then G" is in 
TiUTi+i U '••Tis- Hence we may suppose G' has a proper if-minor. Then, 
by Corollary 1.8, G' can be obtained from if by a sequence of almost-planar 
extensions and coextensions. Since if is in Ti+iUTi+2 U '"UTis, a set that 
is closed, G' is in Ti+iUTi+2 U •••UT15. By induction, we are now able to 
conclude that T1UT2 U • • • UTis is closed. I 
We now finish the proof of Theorem 2.1.4 under the assumption that 
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Theorem 2.2.3 is valid. It is elementary to show that the graph G ( l l , 2 ) is 
a member of £7i. With this fact we now have that all almost-planar graphs 
with six or fewer edges in S lie in (Uji1£7i)U0'UHiUW2UAC. Recall that, the 
almost-planar graphs with more than six edges in S are A's, A'3,3, A'3,3, K",3i 
K3% G ( l l , l ) , a n d G ( 1 2 , l ) . 
After making the following observations, Theorem 2.1.4 is immediate. 
A member of {A s , 6(11,1) , G(12,l)}U£7iU£73U^6U£77U£78 is a subgraph of a 
member of B'. Let G be in £7s- We may assume that utc, uz, and ivz are 
edges of G. To show that G is a minor of a member of some graph in ri\, we 
specify a particular coextension of G. Let G' be the coextension of G found by 
splitting u into u' and u" so that the neighbors of u' are u", v, and w and the 
neighbors of ti" are u', z, and a, for all a in X U Y. It is routine to check that 
G' is in H[. Clearly each of the graphs A'3,3, K'33, K'3\3, K3"3 and G ( l l , 2 ) is a 
minor of a member of AC. We now show that if G is in £72U£74U £79U£7ioU£7n, 
then there is a coextension G' of G such that G' is in AC. If G is not in £7n, 
then G' will be obtained by splitting u into «' and u". To identify the edges of 
G' that are incident with u' and u", we specify the sets N(v') and N(v"), the 
neighbors of u' and u" in G', respectively. Then, to show that G' is in AC, wc 
identify A, the Hainiltonian cycle of the border of the band. 
Suppose G is in Q2. We may assume that uz and uw are edges of G. 
Let N(u') = {«", v, X2, x3, ..., xn, w} and N(u") = {«', z, xi, y}. Then 
u"u'vzxiX2 • •'xnwy is the Hamiltonian cycle A of G \ Suppose G is in Q\. 
We may assume that uw, uz, and wz are edges of G. Let N(u') = {«", 
v, X2, x3, . . . , xn, v, w} and N(u") = {«', ym, z, xi}. Then the cycle 
u"u'vzxix2 • • • xnwyiy2 •••ym forms A. 
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Suppose G is in £7g. We may assume that uwi and uz are edges of G. 
Let JV(tt') = {«", x2, *3» • ••> *n, v, w} and AT(«") = {«', ym, z, s i } . Then 
u"u'vzxix2 •• • xnWiW2 • • • wpyiy2 •••ym is the Hamiltonian cycle A. Suppose 
G is in £7io and let N(u') = {«", x2, y} and N(u") = {«', w, xi}. Then A is 
the cycle u'u"vwx2Xizy. 
Finally, suppose G is in £7u with uw, uz, and wz being edges of G. Let G" 
be the coextension of G obtained by splitting w into u>' and w" with JV(w') = 
{w", xn, u, vi} and N(w") = {w\ ylf v2, v3, . . . , vr, z}. Then G' is in AC 
with ttviu2 • • • vrzxix2 • • • xnw"w'yiy2 •••ym being the Hamiltonian cycle A. 
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2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2.3 
We now concentrate on establishing Theorem 2.2.3. The remainder of 
this section consists of a series of propositions and lemmas that prove Theorem 
2.2.3 for i = 1, then i = 2, and so on. We now prove Proposition 2.3.1 to 
show Theorem 2.2.3 holds for the members of £7i. Suppose G is in £7i and G' 
is an almost-planar extension or coextension of G. Proposition 2.3.1 states 
that G' is in £7i or G' has a Q2-, Q3-, G\-, Qs-, B'-, or AC-minor. Before stating 
and proving Proposition 2.3.1, we note the symmetry of G, depicted in Figure 
0. Recall that X has at least two elements and that each of uw, uz, and vy 
may or may not be an edge of G. 
FIGURE 6 
SYMMETRY OF THE GRAPHS IN <7, 
2.3.1 Proposition. An almost-planar extension of a member of Qi is a 
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member ofQi or has a Q2-, Q4-, or B'-minor. An almost-planar coextension of 
a member ofQi is a member ofQi or has a Q3-, Q4-, Qs-, B' -, or M'-minor. 
Proof. Let G be a graph in Qi. Suppose G' is almost-planar. To deter-
mine the structure of an extension of G, suppose there is an edge e of G' such 
that G' \e = G. Also assume that G' has no B'- or AC-minor. The following 
lemma describes the possibilities for e. 
2.3.2 Lemma. Let e be an edge of the almost-planar graph G' and 
suppose G'\e is in Qi. Then e is in {xty : 1 < i < n} U {vxi : 1 < i < 
n}U{wz,uw,uz,vy}. Moreover, ife is in {xiy : 1 < i < n}U{vXi : 1 < i < n}, 
then G' has a B'-minor. 
Proof. Suppose e is not in {xiy : 1 < i < n} U {vxi : 1 < i < n} U 
{wz,uw,uz,vy}. If e is in {xiXj : 1 < i < j < n} U {xiW : 1 < i < n } , then 
let D = {xiXi+i, Xi+iXi+2> • ••>
 xj-\Xj, uz, «u», vy} U {uxk : k ^ i}. The 
graphs G'\D\xiXi+i and G'\D/xiXi+i are subdivisions of A'3,3. Therefore 
G'\xiXi+i and G'/xiXi+i are non-planar. This is a contradiction since G' is 
almost-planar. If e is in {xiZ : 1 < t < n } , then, by the symmetry of G' \e , the 
graph G' is isomorphic to a graph that is obtained from some member of £?i 
by adding the edge XjW, for some j . Again we have the contradiction that G' 
is not almost-planar. Therefore e is an element of {xiy : 1 < i < n} U {vxi : 
1 < i < n} U {wz,uw,uz,vy}. If e is in {xiv : 1 < i < n} U {xiy : 1 < i < n}, 
then it is easy to check that G' is in B' and, hence, G' has a B'-minor. B 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 2.3.1. By Lemma 2.3.2 and 
the fact that G' has no fl'-minor, e is in {xiy, xny, vxi, vxn, wz, uw, vy, uz}. 
If e is an element of {uw,vy,uz}, then G' is in Q\. Suppose none of uw, vy, 
or uz is an edge of G. If e is x^y or vxi, for t = 1 or n, then G' is a member 
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of Q4. If e is wz, then G' is a member of £?2- Now suppose ux, vy, or uz is an 
edge of G. Then G' is an extension of a member of Q2 or Q4. Therefore G' has 
a 02- or (/4-minor. 
Suppose G' is a coextension of G and G' does not have an AC-minor. 
Because of the symmetry of G, the graph G' is isomorphic to a graph found 
by splitting one of the vertices u, w, and y. Suppose G' is found by splitting 
the vertex u. The following lemma will assist in determining the structure of 
G \ 
2.3.3 Lemma. Let G be a member of Qi and G' be an almost-planar 
graph obtained from G by splitting the vertex u into u' and u". Then exactly 
one ofu' and u" is adjacent to v, while the other is adjacent to y. Moreover, 
either G' is a member 0 /AC or one ofu' and u" is adjacent to all x in X. 
Proof. Let £>i = {u'w, u'z, u"w, u"z, vy}. We may assume that u'v is 
an edge of G \ We first show that u"y is an edge of G'. Assume the contrary. 
Then, since uy is an edge of G, u'y is an edge of G \ Suppose there is an 
x in X such that u'x is an edge of G'. Let D = Di U {u'x : x G X,u'x G 
E(G')}U{u"x : x e X,u"x € E{G')}. Both of the graphs G'\D\u'u" and 
G'\D/u'u" are subdivisions of A'3,3. Thus G'/u'u" and G'\u'u" are non-
planar; this is a contradiction since G' is almost-planar. Therefore, for all x in 
X, u"x is an edge of G'. 
Let D = DiU {u"xi : 1 < i < n}. Since \X\ > 2, both G'\D\u"xi and 
G'\D/u"xi are subdivisions of A'3,3. This implies that G'\u"a;i and G'/u"xi 
are non-planar. Therefore G' is not almost-planar, a contradiction. Thus u"y 
is an edge of G'. 
Suppose u'xi, U"XJ, and u'xk are edges of G' for some t, j , and k such 
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that \ < i < j < k < n . Let D = Dt U {u'xa : a ^ i,k;u'xa € E(G')} 
U{u"xa : a ^ j,u"xa € E(G')}U{vw,vz}. Then G'\D\u'v and G'\D/u'v are 
subdivisions of A'3,3. This implies that G'\u'v and G'fu'v are non-planar, a 
contradiction since G' is almost-planar. Therefore, if 1 < i < j < k < n, then 
not all of u'xi, U"XJ, and u'xk are edges of G'. Thus we conclude that there 
is an i in {0, 1, ..., n} such that either U'XJ is an edge of G' for all j < i and 
U"XJ is an edge of G' for all j > i, or U"XJ is an edge of G' for all j < i and 
U'XJ is an edge of G' for all j > i. 
By the symmetry of G, we may assume that U'XJ is an edge of G' for all 
j < i and tt"scj is an edge of G' for all j > i. If 1 < i <n, then G' is a member 
of AC. To illustrate this AC-minor, note that u'u"yzxix2 • • • xnwv forms the 
Hamiltonian cycle A that borders the Mobius band. If i = 0, then u"x is an 
edge of G' for all x in X, whereas if i = n, then u'x is an edge of G' for all x 
in X. I 
We now resume the proof of Proposition 2.3.1. Suppose E(G) does not 
contain {uw, uz} or {vy}. By Lemma 2.3.3, if u is split into u' and u", we may 
assume that u'v and u"y are edges of G\ Furthermore, either {u'x : x £ X} 
or {u"x : x E X} is a subset of E(G'). By the symmetry of G, we may assume 
that {u'x : x £ X} is a subset of E(G'). Since the degree of u" in G' is at 
least three, either u"w or u"z is an edge of G'. In both cases, G' is a member 
of Q4. Suppose {uw, uz} or {vy} is a subset of E(G). Then G' is an extension 
of a member of Q4 and so G' has a £74-minor. 
Now suppose G' is found by splitting the vertex w into the vertices w' and 
w" with xnw' being an edge of G'. The following lemma states that if G' is 
not in £7i, then G' has a minor isomorphic to a member of £7s. 
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2.3.4 Lemma. Let G' be an almost-planar coextension of G, a member 
ofQi, that is found by splitting w into w' and w". Then G' is a member ofQi 
or has a Qs-minor. 
Proof. Either xnw'w"y or xnw'w"v is a path of G \ By the symmetry 
of G, we may assume the former. Exactly one of uw' or uw" is an edge of G \ 
Suppose uw' is an edge in G \ Then w"v is an edge of G' and G' is a member 
of Q\. Now suppose uw" is an edge of G \ Then w'v is also an edge of G'. If 
neither vy nor uz is an edge of G', then G' is a member of £7s. If vy or uz is 
an edge of G, then G' is an extension of a member of Qs. I 
Suppose G' is found by splitting the vertex y of G. We use Lemma 2.3.5 
to assist in finding the structure of G \ 
2.3.5 Lemma. Let G be a member of Q\ and G' be an almost-planar 
graph that is obtained from G by splitting y into y' and y". Then wy'y"z or 
wy"y'z is a path ofG'. 
Proof. Suppose neither wy'y"z nor wy"yz is a path of G'. Then we 
may assume that wy'z is a path of G'. Since the degree in G' of y" is at 
least three, uy" and vy" are edges of G'. Let D = {uw, uz, uv}. The graphs 
G'\D\uxi and G'\D\ux2/uxi are subdivisions of A'3,3. Therefore, G' is not 
almost-planar. This is a contradiction and the lemma is proved. I 
We now finish the proof of Proposition 2.3.1. Suppose G' is found by 
splitting the vertex y into y' and y" with wy' being an edge of G \ By Lemma 
2.3.5, we may assume that wy'y"z is a path of G'. Then there are two cases 
to consider: {vy', uy"} or {vy", uy'} is a subset of E(G'). If neither uw nor 
uz is an edge of G, then, in both cases, G' is in £73. If uw or uz is an edge of 
G, then, in both cases, G' has a £?3-minor. The proof of Proposition 2.3.1 is 
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now complete. H 
We have now shown that Theorem 2.2.3 holds when G is a member of 
£7i'. Next we show that Theorem 2.2.3 holds when G is a member of Q2. The 
following proposition determines the extensions and coextensions of G. We 
first examine the symmetry of G. Note that G\wz is in £7i and recall that 
Figure 6 illustrates the symmetry of G\wz. Let ir be a permutation of the 
vertices of G\wz such that two vertices of G\wz are adjacent if and only if 
their images under ir are adjacent in G\wz. Then either ir leaves both w and 
z fixed or ir interchanges w and z. Thus two vertices are adjacent in G if and 
only if their images under ir are adjacent in G. Recall that X has at least two 
vertices and each of uw and uz may or may not be edges of G. 
2.3.6 Proposi t ion. Let G be a member of Q2. An almost-planar ex-
tension of G is a member of Q2 or has a Q4- or B'-minor. An almost-planar 
coextension ofG is a member ofQ2 or has a Q4-, Qs-, B'-, or AC-minor. 
Proof. Let G' be an almost-planar extension of G. Then G' \e = G for 
some edge e of G'. Suppose G' does not have a Q4- or B'-minor. Let H = G\wz. 
Then H is a member of £7i. Let if' be the extension of H such that H'\e = H. 
Then G'\wz = H' and so if' is not in £?2- By Proposition 2.3.1 and the fact 
that H' is a minor of G', the graph if' is a member of £7i. We now show that vy 
is not an edge of if'. Assume the contrary. Let D = {ux2, ux3,..., uxn-i, uw, 
uz}. Then G'\D\xiX2 is a subdivision of A's and G'\D\uxn \wz/a:t-xt+i is a 
subdivision of A3,3. Thus G' is not almost-planar, a contradiction. Therefore 
vy is not an edge of H'. Since G' \wz = if', the graph if' is a member of £7i 
and G' is a member of Q2- Thus, an almost-planar extension of a member of 
£?2 is also a member of £72 or has a Q4- or B'-minor. 
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Next we determine the coextensions of G. Let G' be an almost-planar 
coextension of G. By the symmetry of G, we may assume G' can be found 
by splitting one of the vertices u and z. The graphs that result from splitting 
the vertex u can also be found by splitting u in G\wz and then adding the 
edge wz. These graphs will be explicitly determined when the almost-planar 
extensions of members of Q4 and AC are determined. 
To see what happens when we split w, first note that degG(w) is either 
four or five. Suppose the degree of w in G is four. Furthermore, assume that 
neither vy nor uz is an edge of G. We may assume that w is split into w' and 
w" with xnw' being an edge of G'. Either xnw'w"y or xnw'w"v is a path of 
G'. By the symmetry of G, we may assume that x nw'w"y is a path of G'. 
Suppose w'z is an edge of G'. Then, since the degree of w" is at least three, 
w"v is an edge of G \ Let D = {uxi, ux2, . . . , u x n _ i , xiy, x2x3, x3X4, . . . , 
a:n_ia;n}. The graphs G'\D\xiX2 and G'\D/xiX2 are subdivisions of A'3,3. 
Hence G' is not almost-planar, a contradiction. Therefore w'v is an edge of G' 
and thus w"z is an edge of G'. Hence G' is in Q4 and so G' has a £?4-minor. 
Finally, if vy or uz is an edge of G, then G has a £74-minor. 
Suppose the degree of w is five. Also assume that neither vy nor uz is an 
edge of G. Then, by Lemma 2.1.5, it suffices to consider all extensions of the 
graphs that are found by splitting w in both G\uw and G\wz. The almost-
planar graphs found by splitting w in G\uw are members of Q4. Since G\wz 
is a member of £7j, Lemma 2.3.4 states that splitting w results in a member 
of £7i or £7s. To recover a coextension of G, an appropriate edge is added to a 
member of £7i, Q4, or Qs. Such an extension of a member of £?i lies in Q2, Q4, 
or B'. Thus G' lies in Q2 or G' has a Q4-, Qs-, or Z?'-minor. Now assume that 
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vy or uz is an edge of G. Then G' is in C72, or G' has a Q4-, Qs-, or B'-minor. 
• 
If G is almost-planar and has a minor isomorphic to a member of Q4, 
Qs, B', or AC , then, by Lemma 2.2.2, |S(G)| < 4. Therefore, there is no 
almost-planar graph that has exactly five edges in S. 
Next, we show that Theorem 2.2.3 holds for the graphs in £73. Once 
Theorem 2.2.3 is established in this case, we can conclude that the almost-
planar graphs with exactly four elements in S are those graphs in £73. To prove 
Theorem 2.2.3 we show that every almost-planar extension and coextension of 
G, a member of Q3, lies in Q3 or has a minor in B', AC, or £7;, for some i > 3. 
The technique used to prove this statement is very similar to the technique 
used in the proofs of Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.6; we determine all almost-
planar extensions and coextensions of G. Recall that E(G) does not contain 
{vxi,uzq}, and if \Z\ = 1, then vxi is an edge of G. If \Z\ = 1 and |-X"| > 2, 
then both sets X' = X — {xi} and Z' = Z U {xi} have at least two elements 
and ux' and vz' are edges of G for all x' in X' and z' in Z'. Hence we may 
assume that either \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2, or |A"| = 2 and \Z\ = 1. 
2.3.7 Proposi t ion. An almost-planar extension or coextension of a graph 
in Q3 is a member ofQ3 or has a Q$-, Q9-, Q9-, QT, B'-, or AC-minor. 
Proof. Let G be a member of £?3 and let G' be almost-planar graph that 
has no B'- or AC-minor. Suppose G' \e = G for some edge e of G". The lemma 
below will assist in determining the structure of G'. 
2.3.8 Lemma. Suppose G'\e = G where G is a member ofQ3. IfG' is 
almost-planar, then G' has a B'-minor or e is in {xny, vx\t vxn, uw, vy, uzi, 
UZq, WZi}. 
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Proof. Suppose G' has no B'-minor. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.2, e is 
a member of {xiy, xny, vxi, vxn, wzi, wzq, uw, uzi, uzq, vy}. Let Di = 
{vxi,vy,uw,uzq}. Suppose e is xiy. If \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2, then let D = 
Dl U {UXI, US2> •••> « * n - l , ZiZ2, Z2Z3, ..., Zq-iZq, VZi, VZ2, . . . , VZ,_ i} . 
If |-X"| = 2 and \Z\ = 1, then let D = Di U {u«i , vzi, X1Z1}. The graphs 
G'\D\yzi and G'\D/yzi are subdivisions of A'3,3. Hence G' is not almost-
planar, a contradiction. 
Suppose e is wzq for some q > 1. Then both X and Z have at least two 
elements. Hence G' is isomorphic to a graph obtained by adding the edge xiy 
to some member of £73. As seen in the previous paragraph, G' is not almost-
planar and a contradiction is reached. Therefore e is in {xny, vxi, vxn, uw, 
vy, uzi, uzq, wz i} .B 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 2.3.7. Suppose G contains no 
edge in {uw, uzq, vxi, vyi}. By Lemma 2.3.8, e is in {xny, vxi, vxn, uw, vy, 
uzi, uzq, wzi} . Suppose e is xny or wzi. If \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2, then G' is 
in £?9; otherwise G' is in Qg. Suppose e is vxn or uz\. If \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2, 
then G' is in £7n; otherwise G' is in QT. Suppose vxi and uzq are both edges 
of G'. If \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2, then G' is in B'. This is easily seen by taking 
the cycle X1X2 ••• xnwyzi ••• zq to be ft, the special fc-cycle of a member of B'. 
If \X\ = 2 and \Z\ = 1, then G' is in Q7. Hence G' is a member of £76, £7T, £79, 
or £7n. Now suppose E(G) contains an edge of {uw, uzq, vxi, vyi}. Then G' 
has a £7e-, QT, Q9-, or £7n-minor. 
Now assume that G' is a coextension of G. We may assume that G' is 
found by splitting one of the vertices xi, u, v, w, y, and zq. By the symmetry 
of G, we may assume that G' is found by splitting * i , u , w , or zq. Lemma 
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2.3.0 determines the structure of G' if G' is found by splitting x\. 
2.3.0 Lemma. Let G be a graph that is in Q3 and let G' be an almost-
planar coextension of G that is found by splitting xi into x\ and x". Then 
zqx\x"x2 or zqx"x'1x2 is a path of G'. Moreover, if zqx\x"x2 is a path and 
x"v is an edge ofG', then G' is in B'. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose zqx\ is an edge of G \ If zqx\ x2 
is a path of G', let D = {ux", ux2, ux3, ..., uxn-i, vz2, vz3, ..., vzq, vx", 
uw, vy}. The graphs G'\£>\a;Jx" and G'\£>/xJx" are subdivisions of A'3,3. 
Thus G' is not almost-planar, a contradiction. Therefore zqx\x'[x2 is a path 
of G', and the first portion of the proof is complete. If x"v is an edge of G", 
then x\u is an edge of G'. Clearly G' is in B'. M 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 2.3.7. If xi is split into x[ 
and x", then we may assume that zqx\ is an edge of G \ By Lemma 2.3.0, 
zqx\x'[x2 is a path of G' and x\v and x"u are edges of G'. Thus G' is in Q3. 
Suppose G' is constructed by splitting the vertex zq. Then the degree of 
zq in G is four and uz , is an edge of G. Since vxi and uzq cannot both be 
edges of G, this can only occur if Z contains at least two vertices. Splitting 
zq results in graphs that are isomorphic to graphs obtained by splitting xi in 
some member of £?3. 
Next we suppose that G' is found by splitting the vertex u. The lemma 
below describes the structure of G'. 
2.3.10 Lemma. Let G be a graph that is in Q3 and let G' be an almost-
planar coextension of G that is found by splitting u into u' and u". Suppose 
that u'v is an edge of G'. Then u"y is an edge of G' and either G' has an 
M'-minor or {u"w, u'x : x E X} is a subset ofE(G'). 
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Proof. Suppose G' does not have an AC-minor. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 
2.3.3, u"y is an edge of G' and either {u'x : x £ X} or {u"x : x € X} is a 
subset of E(G'). We now show the former must hold. Assume the latter holds. 
Then u'w or u'zq is an edge of G \ Since the degree of u' is at least three, 
either u'w or u'zq is an edge of G'. Suppose u'w is an edge of G'. If |A"| = 2 
and \Z\ = 1, then let D = {u"zq, vy, u"xi, vw}. The graphs G'\D\vzi and 
G'\D\vxi/vzi are subdivisions of A'3,3. If \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 1, then let 
D = {u"xi, u"x2, . . . , u"a;n_i, vw, vz2, vz3, . . . , «z ,_ i , u ' z , , u"z , , vy, vxt}. 
But now both G'\D\vzi and G'\D\vzq/vzi are subdivisions of A'3,3. Thus, 
regardless of the size of X and Z, a contradiction is reached. Hence u'zq is 
an edge of G'. If \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2, then G' has an AC-minor having 
yu"u'vziz2 • • • zqxix2 - • • xn as the Hamiltonian cycle A, a contradiction. Thus 
\X\ = 2 and \Z\ = 1. Let D = {u"w, vy, vxi, u"x2, x2w, vz}. The graphs 
G'\D\xix2 and G'\D/xiX2 are subdivisions of A3,3 , another contradiction. 
Hence, for all x is in X, u"x is not an edge of G'. Therefore {u'x : x E X} is 
a subset of E(G'). 
Since the degree of u" is at least three, either u"zq or u"w is an edge of 
G \ Suppose u"zq is an edge of G'. Let D = {u'xi, u'a:2> . . . , u'xn, vzi, vz2, 
..., vz ,_ i , Z1Z2, Z2Z3, . . . , z ,_ iz , , u'w, u"w, vy, vxi}. The graphs G'\D\yzi 
and G'\D/yzi are subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. Hence u"w is an edge 
of G' and {u'x : x E X} is a subset of E(G'). • 
Continuing with the proof of Proposition 2.3.7, we now suppose u is split 
into the vertices u ' and u". Without loss of generality, assume that u'v is an 
edge of G'. By Lemma 2.3.10, u"y and u"w are edges of G'. Moreover, for 
all x in X, u'x is an edge of G'. Then it is not difficult to check that G' has a 
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Q9 -minor. 
Finally we consider the consequences of splitting the vertex w. Suppose 
w i s split into w' and w". The following lemma states that an element of {w', 
w"} cannot be adjacent to both xn and y. 
2.3.11 Lemma. Let G be a graph that is in Q3 and let G' be an almost-
planar coextension of G that is found by splitting w into w' and w". Then 
xnw'w"y or xnw"w'y is a path ofG'. 
Proof. We may assume that xnw' is an edge of G'. Either xnw'w"y or 
xnw'y is a path of G'. Suppose the latter occurs. Then both vw" and uw" are 
edges of G \ If |-X"| > 2 and \Z\ > 2, then let D = {usci, uaj2, . . . , vxn^i, uv, 
vz2, vz3, . . . , vz g _i , vy, vxi, uzq}. The graphs G'\D\vzi and G'\D\vzq/vzi 
are subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. If \X\ = 2 and \Z\ = 1, then let 
D = {vy, uzq, ux i , uv}. Then G'\I>\vzi and G'\D\vxi/vzi are subdivisions 
of A'3,3, a contradiction. We conclude that xnw'w"y is a path of G'. B 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 2.3.7. By Lemma 2 .3 .11, we 
may assume that xnw'w"y is a path of G \ Either uw' or uw" is an edge of G'. 
If uw' is an edge of G', then G' is a member of £?3. Suppose uw" is an edge 
of G'. If none of vy, uzq, and vxi is an edge of G, then G' is a member of Q3; 
otherwise G' has a £7g-minor. The proof of Proposition 2.3.7 is now complete. 
• 
By Proposition 2.3.7, it follows that Theorem 2.2.3 holds for the members 
of Q3. We have now determined all almost-planar graphs G for which 4 < 
|S(G)| < 10. To show that if |S(G)| = 3, then G is in Q4 or Qs, we prove 
Theorem 2.2.3 for the graphs in Q4 and then for the graphs in £7s. First we 
determine the structure of the almost-planar extensions and coextensions of a 
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member of Q4. Suppose G is a member of Q4. We will exploit the symmetry 
of G, illustrated in Figure 7, to help find all almost-planar extensions and 
coextensions of G. Recall that both X and Y have at least 2 elements, and 
each of uw, uz, and wz may or may not be an edge of G. 
2.3.12 Proposition. An almost-planar extension or coextension of a 
graph in Q4 lies in Q4 or has a Q9-, Qu-, B'-, ri\-, or AC-minor. 
Proof. Let G be a member of GA and suppose G" is almost-planar having 
no B'-, Ti'i-, or AC-minor. We first prove the following lemma to assist in 
determining the extensions of G. 
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2.3.13 Lemma. Let e be an edge of the almost-planar graph G' and 
suppose G'\e is in Q4. Then either G' has a B'- or M.'-minor, or e is in {uz, 
uw, wz, vyi, vxn}. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2 .3.2, e is in {uw, uz, wz, xnyi, xiym, 
vym, vxi}U{uyi, vyi : 1 < * < m}\J{xiz,vxi : 1 < i < n}. Moreover, if e is in 
{vxi :l<i< n}U{vyi : 1 < i < m } , then G' has a B'-minor. 
If e is Xiym, then G' is a member of AC. Note that uvzxix2 •••xnw 
S/1J/2 •••J/m forms the Hamiltonian cycle A. Suppose e is in {uj/f : 1 < i < 
m}i){xiZ : 1 < i < n}. By the symmetry of G, we may assume that e is ut/{ for 
some i. Let D = {uxt, ux2, ..., u;cn_, , uym, yiyi+i, yi+iyi+2, . . . , ym-i2/m, 
y\zi yiz, • • • > y%~\zi uz, uw, wz}. The graphs G'\D\zym and G'\D/zym are 
subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. 
Suppose e is xnyi and let D = {ux2, ux3, ..., uxn, ytz, y2z, ..., ym-iz, 
uz, uw, wz}. The graphs G'\D\wxn and G'\D\wyi/wxn are subdivisions of 
A'3,3, a contradiction. Suppose e is vxi or vym. Then, by the symmetry of G, 
we may assume that e is vxn. Let D = {ua!2, ua;3, . . . , ux„_ 2 , yiz, y2z, ..., 
ym-iz, x2x3,x3x4, ...,xn-ixn-i,uz,uw,wz} and C = {wyi,yiy2,y2y3, ..., 
ym-22/m-i}- The graphs G'\D/C\xix2 and G'\D/C/xix2 are subdivisions of 
A's, a contradiction. Hence, either G' has a B'- or AC-minor, or e is in {uz, 
uw, wz, vyi, vxn}. ^ 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 2.3.12, suppose G' is an extension 
of G. Then there is an edge e of G' such that G'\e = G. By Lemma 2.3.13, e 
is in {uz, uw, wz, vyi, vxn}. Suppose e is vxn or vyi. If none of uz, uw, and 
wz is an edge of G, then G' is in Q9; otherwise G' has a Q9-ttnnor. If e is in 
{uz, uw, wz}, then G' is in Q4. 
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Now suppose G' is a coextension of G. By the symmetry of G, we may 
assume that G' is found by splitting one of u and w. We first consider the 
case when G' is found by splitting u. The following lemma gives some specific 
conditions G' must meet. 
2.3.14 Lemma. Let G be a member of Q4 and G' be an almost-planar 
graph found by splitting the vertex u of G into u ' and u". Suppose u'v is an 
edge ofG'. Then u"ym is an edge ofG' and either G' has an WJ - or AC-minor, 
or one of {u"z, u'x : x £ X} and {u'w, u"x : x £ X} is a subset of E(G'). 
Proof. Suppose G' does not have an ri\- or AC-minor. From Lemma 
2.1.5 and 2 .3 .3 , u"ym is an edge of G' and either {u'x : x £ X} or {u"x : x £ 
X} is a subset of E(G'). Suppose the latter. Then u'z or u'w is an edge of 
G'. If u'z is an edge of G', then G' is in ri\ (see Figure 8) . Since G' has an 
li'i-minor, we have a contradiction. Thus u'w is an edge of G' and the lemma 
holds. 
Alternatively, suppose u'x is an edge of G' for every x in X. If u"w is an 
edge ofG' , then let D = {u'x2, u'x3,..., u'xn, zyt,zy2,..., z y m - i , J/12/2, J/2W3, 
. . . , ym-iym, wz}. The graphs G'\D\wyi and G'\D/wyi are subdivisions of 
A'3,3, a contradiction. Hence u"z is an edge of G' and the lemma is now proved. 
• 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 2.3.12, suppose u is split into u ' 
and u" with u'v being an edge of G'. By Lemma 2.3.14, G' has an Wj-minor, 
or G' has an AC-minor, or one of {u"z, u'x : x £ X} and {u'w, u"x : x £ X} 
is_a subset of E(G'). If {u"z, u'x : x £ X} is a subset of E(G'), then G' is in 
Q4. If {u'w, u"x : x £ X} is contained in E(G'), then clearly G' is in £7n. 
We now suppose G' is found by splitting the vertex w into w' and w". 
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FIGURE 8 
A COEXTENSION OF A MEMBER OF Q4 
Then the degree of w in G is four or five. Suppose that the degree is four. The 
following lemma yields that G' is in £74. 
2.3.15 Lemma. Let G be a member ofQ4. Let G' be an almost-planar 
coextension ofG found by splitting w. into w' and w" with xnw' being an edge 
ofG. Suppose that dego{w) = 4. Then G' is in GA °r G' has an H'I -minor. 
Proof. By the symmetry of G, we may assume that uw is an edge of 
G. Either xnw'w"y or xnw'y is a path of G'. Assume the latter. Then both 
w"u and w"v are edges of G' and G' is in Wj, see Figure 0. Hence G' has 
an %i-minor and the lemma is valid. Now assume that xnw'w"y is a path of 
G\ Either {w"u, w'v} or {w'u, w"v} is a subset of E(G'). In the first case, 
let D = {usi, ux2, •••, uxn-i, uym, zy2, zy3, . . . , zym-i, yty2, y2V3, • ••> 
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J/m-iJ/mj «*> wz}. Both G'\D\zym and G'\D/zym are subdivisions of A'3,3. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore {w'u, w"v} is a subset of E(G') and G' is 
in Q4. • 
FIGURE 0 
A COEXTENSION OF A MEMBER OF GA 
Suppose w has degree five in G. Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.2.1 yield that G' 
has a £?4- or %\-minor. Hence G' is in £?4 or G' has a £79- or %\-minor. The 
proof of Proposition 2.3.12 is now complete. H 
To conclude that the almost-planar graphs which have exactly three ele-
ments in S lie in GA or £7s, we must determine the extensions and coextensions 
of a member of £7s. 
2.3.16 Proposition. An almost-planar extension or coextension of a 
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member ofQs lies in Qs or has a Qs-, Q9-, B'-, ri'2-, or AC-minor. 
Proof. Let G be in £7$. Suppose G' is an almost-planar extension of G 
that has no H'-minor. The following lemma determines the types of edges that 
may be added to G. 
2.3.17 Lemma. Let G be a member ofQs. Suppose G' is almost-planar 
and G'\e = G for some edge e ofG'. Then e is in {vxi, vxn, vyi, vym, uz, 
wz, uw} or G' has a B'-minor. 
Proof. Suppose G' does not have a B'-minor. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 
2.3.2, e is an element of {vxi : 1 < i < n}U{vyi : 1 < i < m}U{xiyj : 1 < 
i < n, 1 < j < m}U{uz,wz,uw}. Moreover, since G' has no jB'-minor, e is in 
{xiyi, xiym, xnyi, xnym, vxu vxn, vyi, vym, uz, wz, uw}. 
Suppose e is xiym or xnyi. By the symmetry of G, we may assume 
the former. Let D = {uu :uu £ E(G'),u ^ xn,yi,v}U{yiyi+i : 1 < i < 
m}U{wz}. The graphs G'\D\ymz and G'\D/ymz are subdivisions of A'3,3, a 
contradiction. Suppose e is xiyi or xnym. By the symmetry of G, we may 
assume that e is a?iyj. Let D = {uu : uu € E(G'),u ^ xi,ym,v}U{wz}. 
The graphs G'\D\xnw and G'\D\wyi/xnw are subdivisions of A'3,3, another 
contradiction. Hence e lies in {vxi, vxn, vyi, vym, uz, wz, uw}. B 
We now return to the proof of Proposition 2.3.16. Suppose G'\e = G for 
some edge e of G'. By Lemma 2.3.17, e is in {vxi, vxn, vyi, vym, uz, wz, 
uw}. Suppose e is in {vxi, vxn, vyi, vym}. If no member of {uw, uz, wz} is 
in E(G), then G' is a member of Qs; otherwise G' has a Q8-minor. Suppose e 
is in {uz, wz, uw}. Then G' is in £7s. 
Suppose G' is a coextension of G that has no B'-, "rl\-, ri'2-, or AC-minor. 
Then, by the symmetry of G, we may assume that G' is found by splitting one 
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of u and w. If G' is found by splitting the vertex u, then, by the following 
lemma, G' has an V!x- or AC-minor, a contradiction. 
2.3.18 Lemma. Let G be a member ofQs. Let G' be an almost-planar 
coextension ofG that is found by splitting the vertex u into u' and u". Then 
G' has an At1'-minor or u"x and u"y are edges ofG' for all x in X and all y in 
Y. In the latter case, G' has an H'i-minor. 
Proof. Suppose G' has no AC-minor. Without loss of generality, assume 
that u'v is an edge of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.3, u"y is an edge of G' for 
all y in Y and either {u'x : x £ X} or {u"x : x £ X} is a subset of E(G'). If the 
former holds, then let D — {u 'xi , u'a!2, . . . , u ' x n _ i , u"y2, u"y3, ..., u" t / m _i , 
u'z, u"z, u'w, u"w, wz}. The graphs G'\D\u"yi and G'\D\u"ym/u"yi are 
subdivisions of A'3,3. This is a contradiction. Therefore {u"x : x £ X} is a 
subset of E(G'). Since the degree ofu ' in G' must be at least three, u 'z or u'w 
is an edge of G \ If exactly one of u'z and u'w is an edge of G', then it is easy 
to see that G' is a member of ri\. Thus, if both u'z and u'w are edges of G', 
then G' has an "Hi -minor. I 
Now suppose G' is found by splitting w. We prove the following lemma 
to assist in determining the structure of G'. 
2.3.10 Lemma. Let G be a member ofQs in which deg(w) = 4. Let G' 
be an almost-planar coextension ofG that is found by splitting the vertex w 
into w' and w". Suppose xnw' is an edge ofG'. 
(i) Ifuw is an edge ofG, then either xnw'w"yi or xnw'yi is a path ofG'. 
Moreover, if the latter holds, then G' has an ri'2-minor. 
(ii) If wz is an edge of G, then xnw'yi is a path of G' and G' has an 
Hi-minor. 
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Proof. Assume G' has no %\- or rl'2-minor. Since xnw' is an edge of G', 
either xnw'w"yi or xniv'yi is a path of G \ Because the degree in G of w is 
four, exactly one of uw and wz is an edge of G. 
Suppose uw is an edge of G. If xnw'yi is a path of G', then both w"v 
and w"u are edges of G' and clearly G' is a member of %'2, a contradiction. 
Therefore xnw'w"yi is a path of G'. 
Suppose wz is an edge in G. If xnw'w"wi is a path of G', then either 
{w'z, w"v} or {w"z, w'v} is a subset of E(G'). By the symmetry of G, we 
may assume that both w'z and w"v are edges of G'. Let D = {uxi , ux2 ) • • •, 
ua:n_i, uy2, uy3, ..., uym, x2x3, x3x4, ..., x„_ ix„ , xiym, uz}. The graphs 
G'\ i?\yiy2 and G'\D/yiy2 are subdivisions of A'3,3. This is a contradiction 
and so xnw'yi is a path of G'. It follows that w"z and w"v are edges of G' 
and G' has an 7i't -minor, another contradiction. Hence xnw'w"yi is a path of 
G'.M 
We now conclude the proof of Proposition 2.3.16. Suppose w is split into 
w' and w", and w'x n is an edge in G'. If the degree of w in G is four, then, 
by Lemma 2.3.10, uw is an edge of G and xnw'w"yi is a path of G'. Either 
{uw', vw"} or {uw", vw'} is a subset of E(G'). In either case, G' is a member 
of£79. 
Suppose w has degree five in G. By Lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.3.10, G' is an 
almost-planar extension of a member of Q9. The conclusion of the proposition 
now follows. H 
We have now established that Theorem 2.2.3 holds for graph in Q4. Hence, 
we have shown that if G is an almost-planar graph and |S(G)| = 3, then G 
is a member of £?4 or Qs. The next step is to establish Theorem 2.2.3 for 
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the graphs in £7e and £77. The next five paragraphs describe the almost-planar 
extensions and coextensions of a graph that is in £7e or £7r. 
Let G be a member of £7e- Figure 10 illustrates the symmetry of G. 
Observe that G\x2y\vxi\vy is in £7i. Therefore, by Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.2 
and the symmetry of G, an almost-planar extension of G is found by adding 
one of the edges vx2, wz, uz, and vy to G. Let G' be an almost-planar 
extension of G. If G'\vy = G, then G' is a member of Q9. If G'\wz = G, 
then G' has a £7io-minor. If G'\uz = G, then let D = {uy, vy, uxi, vz, 
vw}. The graphs G'\X>\a;2«' and G'\D\x2y/x2w are subdivisions of A'3,3, a 
contradiction since G' is almost-planar. If G'\va:2 = G, then let D = {vy, vxi, 
ux2, x2w, wy}. Both G'\Z?\t;w and G'\D/vw are subdivisions of A ^ ; this is 
another contradiction. Thus an almost-planar extension of G is in £7$ or has a 
£7io-minor. 
FIGURE 10 
SYMMETRY OF THE GRAPHS IN £76 
Now suppose G' is an almost-planar coextension of G. Then, by the 
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symmetry of G, the graph G' is obtained by splitting one of xi, y, and u. 
Suppose G' is obtained by splitting xi into x\ and x" with x\ z being an edge 
of G'. If zx\x2 is a path of G', then let i? = {ux", vx", vy, x2y}. Both 
G' \ i?\x ' jx" and G'XD/x^x" are subdivisions of A'3,3. This is a contradiction 
since G' is almost-planar. Thus zx[x"x2 is a path of G'. Therefore one of 
{ux\, vx"} and {ux", vx\} is a subset of E(G'). Suppose the former holds. 
Then let D = {uz, vz, X2W, wy, vy}. The graphs G'\D\vw and G'\D/vw are 
subdivisions of A ^ , another contradiction. Hence {ux", vxj} is a subset of 
E(G'). It now follows that G' has a £7g-minor. 
Suppose G' is obtained by splitting y into y' and y". By Lemmas 2.1.5 
and 2.3.5, we may assume that wy'y"z is a path of G'. Then one of {x2y', uy"} 
and {x2y", uy'} is a subset of E(G'). Suppose the latter and let D = {uxi, vy', 
vy", vxi, X1X2, vw}. The graphs G'\Z?\xiz and G'\D/xiz are subdivisions 
of A'3,3; this is a contradiction. Therefore x2y' and uy" are edges of G \ But 
now let D = {vxi, vy', vy", ux2}. Then G'\D\wy' and G'\D\x2w/wy' are 
subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. Therefore splitting y in G yields a graph 
that is not almost-planar. 
Suppose G' is obtained by splitting u into the vertices u ' and u" with 
u'v being an edge of G \ By Lemmas 2.1.6 and 2 .3.3, u"y is an edge of G'. 
Moreover, G' has an AC-minor or one of {u 'xi , u'x2} and {u"«i , u"x2} is a 
subset of E(G'). Suppose {u 'xi , u*X2} is a subset of E(G'). Then, since u 
has degree four in G, u" has degree two in G'. This is a contradiction since 
G' is 3-connected. Similarly we can show that {u"xi , u"x2} is not a subset of 
E(G'). Therefore G' has an AC-minor. 
Let G be a member of £7T- We now find the almost-planar extensions and 
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coextensions of G. Suppose G' is almost-planar and G'\e = G. Then, by 
applying Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.2 to the graph G\uw\uz\vxi, the edge e lies 
in.{wz, uw, xiy, VX2, vy, x2y}. If e is uw, then G' is in £?7. If e is VX2 or 
vy, then G' is in B'. Suppose e is wz and let D = {uzi, uw, uy, vz, yz}. 
Both G'\D\wy and G'\D/wy are subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. Now 
suppose eisxiy and let D = {uxi, uw, yz, uz, xiz}. Then G'\vz and G'/vz 
are subdivisions of A'3,3, another contradiction. Finally, if e is X2y, then the 
graphs G'\{uw, vz, uxi, uy}\x2W and G'\{uz, UX2, vxi, wy, uw}/x2W are 
subdivisions of A3,3. This is also a contradiction. Thus G' is a member of £?7 
orB'. 
We now show Theorem 2.2.3 holds for the graphs in Q3. Before finding 
the extensions and coextensions of G, a member of Q3, recall that if \Z\ = 1, 
then vxi is an edge of G. As with the graphs in £?3, we may assume that 
either \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2, or \X\ = 2 and \Z\ = 1. The following proposition 
specifies the structure of an extension or coextension of G. 
2.3.20 Proposi t ion. An almost-planar extension or coextension of a 
member ofQt lies in Qe or has a B'-, H\-, or M'-minor. 
Proof. Let G be a member of £7s and suppose G' is almost-planar and 
has no B'-, W,-, or AC-minor. Suppose G' is an almost-planar extension of 
G. Then G' \e = G for some edge e of G'. Suppose \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2. 
Then, by Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.8, e is in {uzq, vy, uz\, vxy, vxn, uwp, 
uwi} . If {ux n ,uwi} or {uz g ,vxi} is a subset of E(G'), then G' has a B'-
minor, a contradiction. If e is in {uzi,uwp}, then clearly G' is in B', another 
contradiction. Thus e is in {uzq, vy, vxi , vxn, uwi} and neither {vxn , uwi} 
nor {uzq, vxi} is a subset of E(G'). Hence G' is in £7g. 
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Suppose |Jf| = 2 and \Z\ = 1. Then, by Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.8, e is 
in {xiy, uzi, vxn, uzi, vy, uwp, uwi, z iw p } . If both vxn and uwi are edges 
of. G, or uzg is an edge of G, then G' has a B'-minor, a contradiction. If e 
is uwp, then it is clear that G' is in B', a contradiction. Let D — {uxi, vx2, 
VW2, vw3, ..., vwp, uz], vy, uwi} . If e is wpzi, then G'\2?\yzi and G'\D/yzi 
are subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. If e is xiy, then G'\D\xiZi\yzi and 
G'\D\xiZi/yzi are subdivisions of K3<3. This is also a contradiction. 
Suppose G' is a coextension of G. We may assume that G' is found by 
splitting one of u, v, xi, xn, wi, y, and zq. Suppose G' is found by splitting u 
into u' and u". We may assume that u'v is an edge of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 
and 2.3.10, {u"y, u"wi, u'x : x £ X} is a subset of E(G'). Let D = {W2W3, 
W3W4,..., Wp_iWp, wpy, vw2, vw3,..., vwp, u'x2, u'x3,..., u'xn, vxn, vy, u'z, 
u"z}U{vzf : * > 2}. If \X\ > 2 and \Z\ > 2, then G'\Z>\wiw2 and G'\D/wiW2 
are subdivisions of A'3,3. If \X\ = 2 and \Z\ — 1, then G'\i?\vxi\wiW2 and 
G'\D\vxi/wiw2 are subdivisions of A'3,3. Hence G' is not found by splitting 
u. If G' is found by splitting v, then, by Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.18, G' has an 
AC- or an WJ-minor, a contradiction. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting xi into x[ and x". Since the degree in 
G of xi is at least four, t>X] is an edge of G. We may assume that xjz, is an 
edge of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.0, zqx'1x"x2 is a path of G'. If vx" is 
an edge of G', then clearly G' has a 5'-minor, a contradiction. Thus vx\ and 
ux" are edges of G\ Therefore G' is in £7g. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting xn into x'n and x'n with xn-ix'n being an 
edge of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.0, xn-ix'nx'nWi is a path and x'nv and 
x'nu are edges of G'. Then, since uwi is not in E(G'), the graph G' is in Qe. 
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Suppose G' is found by splitting u»i into w\ and w". Then uwi is an edge 
of G. We may assume that xnw[ is an edge of G \ By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 
2.3.-11, xnw\w"y is a path of G'. If uw[ is an edge of G', then vw" is also an 
edge of G' and G' in £7g. If vw[ is an edge of G', then uw" is also an edge of 
G' and it is clear that G' is in B', a contradiction. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting the vertex y. Then vy is an edge of G. 
Furthermore, assume y is split into y' and y" with wpy' being an edge of G". 
By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.5, wpy'y"zi is a path of G' and either {uy
1, vy"} 
or {uy", vy'} is a subset of E(G'). In both cases, G' is in £?8-
Suppose G' is found by splitting the vertex zq. If \Z\ > 2, then, by 
relabeling XJ as x^+i and relabeling zq as x i , we see that the graph G" is 
isomorphic to a graph that results from splitting x\ in some member of £7«. 
These graphs have been determined in an earher paragraph. Thus we may 
assume that \Z\ = 1. But now the degree of zq is three, and hence G' cannot 
be found by splitting zq. 
To summarize, if G' is an extension or coextension of G, then G' is in £78, 
or G' has a B'-, H\-, or AC-minor. • 
To conclude that the almost-planar graphs G which have |S(G)| = 2 lie in 
£7e, £?7, £?8, and £7e, we must show that Theorem 2.2.3 holds for the members 
of £7g. Let G be in Q9. Recall that \X\ and |W| are each at least two and \Y\ is 
at least one. If | y | = 1, then wpz is an edge of G. Also, E(G) does not. contain 
{uwi, vx n } or {vy, wpz}. As with the graphs in £?3 and Qs, we may assume 
that , in G, either \W\ > 2 and | F | > 2, or \W\ = 2 and \Y\ = 1. Figure 11 
illustrates the symmetry of G. 
2.3.21 Proposit ion. An almost-planar extension or coextension of a 
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FIGURE 11 
SYMMETRY OF THE GRAPHS IN £7e 
graph in Go lies in Q9 or has a £7n-, B'-, H[-, or AC-minor. 
Proof. Let G be a member of Q9. Suppose G' is an almost-planar exten-
sion of G and G'\e = G for some edge e of G. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.13, 
e is in {uz, vxn, vyi} U {uwi, zwi : 1 < t < p}. 
If either {uwi,vxn} or {vyi,wpz} is a subset of E(G'), "then G' is not. 
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almost-planar. To illustrate this, assume that {vyi, wpz} is a subset, of E(G'). 
Let D = {uxi, XjXi+i : 1 < i < n — l}U{yjZ : 1 < i < m}U{vwi : 1 < i < p} 
U{vz,. uwi , x n_ix, i , v x n } . Then the graphs G'\D\xiz and G'\D/xiz are 
subdivisions of A3 ) 3 , a contradiction. 
Suppose e is in {zwi : 1 < i < p}U{uwf : 1 < i < p}. By the symmetry 
of G, we may assume that e is in {zwi : 1 < i < p}. Let Di = {uxi, ux2, ..., 
u x n _ i , vwi, vw2, . . . , vw p _i , zyi, zy2, . . . , z y m _ i , x ix 2 , x 2x 3 , . . . , x„_i.Tn, 
uwi , uz, vxn, vyi, zwp}. If \W\ > 2 and \Y\ > 2, then let D = D\\ otherwise 
let P = D j U {w2z}. The graphs G ' \ D \ x i z and G'\D/xiz are subdivisions 
of A'3,3. This is a contradiction. Hence e is in {uz, vxn, vyi, uu»i, zwp} and 
E(G') does not contain {uwi, vx n } or {vyi, wpz}. Therefore G' is a member 
of£79. 
Suppose G' is an almost-planar coextension of G having no £?n-, H\-, B', 
or AC-minor. Then G' is found by splitting one of u, v, x n , u»i, wp, yi , and z. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting u into u' and u" with u'v being an edge 
of G \ By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.14, we have that {v"y, u"z, u'x : x £ X} is 
a subset of E(G'). Then G' is a member of £7g. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting v into v' and v" with v'u being an edge 
of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.10, {v"z, v"yi, v'w : w E W} is a subset. 
of E(G'). Then G' has an AC-minor with the Hamiltonian cycle A being 
X1X2 • • • xnWiW2 • • • wpyiy2 • • • ymzv"v'u. This is a contradiction. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting the vertex x n into x'n and x" with xn-\x'n 
being an edge of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.0, x„_ix^x"wi is a path of 
G'. Since the degree in G of x n is at least four, vx n is an edge of G. If vx'n is 
an edge of G', then G' has a B'-minor; this is a contradiction. If'vx'n is not. an 
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edge of G', then ux^ and vx" are edges of G' and G' is in Q9. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting wi. We may assume that xv\ is split 
into wj and w" with xnw[ being an edge of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.0, 
xnwiw"w2 is a path of G'. Since the degree of Wi in G is at least four, tnnj 
is an edge of G. Suppose uw" is an edge of G\ Then G' has a H'-minor, a 
contradiction. Hence uw\ is an edge of G\ Therefore vw" is an edge of G" and 
G' is in £79. 
Suppose \W\ > 2 and |F | > 2. Then, by the symmetry of G, we do not 
need to consider splitting wp, yi , or z as we have split wi, xn, and u in the 
previous paragraphs. Now assume that. \W\ = 2 and \Y\ = 1. The degree of 
yi is three and hence G' is not found by splitting yi . Hence the graph G" is 
found by splitting one of W2 or z. 
Suppose W2 is spht into w2 and w2 with wiw2 being an edge of G". Then, 
by Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.15, wiw2w2yi is a path of G' and w2v and w"r are 
edges of G'. It is now clear that G is in £7g. 
Suppose z is spht into z' and z" with vz' being an edge of G'. By Lemmas 
2.1.5 and 2.3.14, either {xiz", z"u, z'w2, z'yi} or {z"w2, z'wi, z"yi} is a 
subset of E(G'). The latter case cannot, occur since zwi is not an edge of G. 
In the former case G' is in Q9. H 
We now have shown that Theorem 2.2.3 holds for all graphs in £7g. We 
now show, in Proposition 2.3.22, that Theorem 2.2.3 holds for all graphs in B'. 
Once Proposition 2.3.22 is proven we will have determined all almost-planar 
graphs that have at least one edge in S. Because there is not a fixed structure 
for the graphs in B', the case checking involved in the proof of Proposition 
2.3.22 is slightly more difficult than the case checking done hi" the proofs of 
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the previous propositions. 
2.3.22 Proposit ion. An extension or coextension of a member ofB' lies 
in B.[ orM'. 
Proof. Let G be a member of B'. Let X1X2 • • *Xfc form the fc-cycle fi of 
G and let u and v be the remaining two vertices. Suppose G' is almost-planar 
and G'\e = G for some edge e of G'. If e is incident with either u or v, then 
G' is a member of B'. 
Suppose that e is XiXj for some i < j . Since S(G) = {uv}, every A3,3-
minor of G contains the edge uv. Thus there are disjoint subsets D' and C" 
of E(G') such that G'\D'/C' = K3<3. Hence there are vertices x a t , x Q 2 , x Q 3 , 
and xaA of ft such that { u x a i , v x Q a , u x Q 3 , vxQ 4} is a subset of E(G'\D'/C), 
and either a i < a2 < ot3 < a.4, or 04 < a i < 02 < 0:3 . By symmetry, we may 
assume the former. 
Consider.the two cycles Gi = {X1X2, X2X3, . . . , XfXj, XjXj+i, Xj+iXj+2, 
. . . , x n _ i x n , x n x i } andG2 = {xiXj+i, Xi+iX, + 2, . . . , Xj-2Xj-i, XjXi}. We first 
show that {xQi : i = 1,2,3,4} is not contained in V(Gi) or V(G2). Assume the 
contrary. By symmetry, we may assume that {xQ, : i = 1,2,3,4} is contained 
in F(Gi ) . Let Di be the edges e of G' such that e is incident with u or v 
but e is not in {uv, u x Q l , v x a a , u x a 3 , vxa4}. Let D = {C2 — {XJ.T,-+I}) U 
D\. The graphs G'\-D\xiX,+i and G'\D/xiXi+i are subdivisions of A*3,3, a 
contradiction. Hence {xai '• i = 1,2,3,4} is not contained in V(Ci) or V(C'2). 
Hence we may assume that x a i is in V"(Gi) — {xi,Xj}. 
We now show that, for all n in {1,2}, no two elements of {xa , : i = 
1,2,3,4} are contained in V{Cn) — {xi,Xj}. Assume the contrary. By symme-
try, we may assume that V(Gi) — {xi,Xj} contains x a , . Let i' be the larger 
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of t and a3, let j ' be the smaller of j and 04 and set D = D I U { X J » + I X , ' + 2 , 
Xi'+2xi'+3, . . . , Xji-iXji}. Then G'\D\xi>Xi>+i is a subdivision of A'3,3. But 
because G\x;»Xj'+i is planar and S(G) = {uv}, G/xi'Xi>+i is non-planar. This 
impfies that G'/z« , a ji '+i is non-planar. We now have that both G'\xi'X,'+i and 
G'/xi'Xf-fi are non-planar; this is a contradiction since G' is almost-planar. 
Therefore z a , does not lie in V(Ci)—{xi, XJ}. If x a 2 hes in V(G2) — {*t}, then 
either {x a 2 , xQ 3} is contained in V(G2) — { X J , X J } , or {x Q l , x a 4 } is contained 
in V{Ci) — {xi,Xj}, a contradiction. It now follows that a2 = i and 04 = j . 
Suppose there is an t' < a2 such that i' ^ cti and vx;< is an edge of G. If 
V < ct\, then let a — 012; otherwise let. a = 0:4. But now {uxQl, uxa3, vxa, 
vxi>} forms a matching of G and either i' < cti < a < ct3 or a i < i' < a3 < a4. 
But now, for some n in {1,2}, xa and Xf are both contained in V(Cn). This 
is a contradiction. Hence v is adjacent only to vertices contained in {u, xci l , 
xQ 2 , xa3, xat}. Similarly u is adjacent only to vertices contained in {v, xQl, 
x a a , X Q 3 , X Q 4 } . As G has no vertices of degree two, V(G) ={« , v, xQl, x„ 2 , 
Xa3, xQt}. We now show that {vxQ l , uxQ 2 , vx a 3 , uxQ4} is a subset of E(G). 
Without loss of generality, suppose that vxQ l is not an edge of G. Then G\vxa3 
and G/VXQJ are planar. This would place the edge vxQ2 in the set S(G), a 
contradiction since S(G) = {uv}. Therefore { v x a i , ux«2 , vx a 3 , ux a«} is a 
subset of E(G). 
Let D = {ux Q l , v x a j , x a i x a 4 } . Then G'\D\xaixaj and G'\D/xaixa2 are 
isomorphic to A5. Hence G' is not almost-planar, a contradiction. Therefore, 
if XiXj is added to G, the resulting graph is not almost-planar. 
Suppose G' is an almost-planar coextension of G found by splitting x, a 
vertex of ft. Then the degree of x is four. In addition to the vertices u and v, 
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let y and z be the vertices adjacent to x. Suppose x is split, into x' and x" with 
x'y being an edge of G'. If yx'x"z is a path in G', then G' is in B'. Suppose 
yx'jts is a path of G \ The graph G'\ux" has a minor isomorphic to G\ux. Since 
G\ux is non-planar, the graph G'\ux" is also non-planar. However, G ' \ « . T " is 
a subdivision of G/vx. Since G/vx is planar, we have that. G'\ux" is planar, 
a contradiction. 
Now suppose G' is an almost-planar coextension found by splitting either 
u or v. Both vertices have degree at least four since S(G) has exactly one 
element. Without loss of generality, assume G' is found by splitting u into u' 
and u" with u'v being an edge of G \ Let Xj be a vertex of ft such that, U'XJ 
is an edge of G' for some j in {1, 2, . . . , k}. There is such a vertex since the 
degree in G' of u' is at least three. We first show that UXJ is an edge of some 
A'3,3-minor of G. 
Since G\UXJ is planar and UXJ is not in S(G), there are disjoint subsets 
C and D of E(G) such that UXJ is not in G U D and G\D/C is isomorphic to 
A'3,3. Since uv is a member of S(G), the edge uv is an edge of every A*3,3-minor 
of G. Therefore uv and UXJ are edges of G\D/C. Let. y be a vertex of G such 
that uy is an edge of G\D/C. 
We now create two disjoint subsets, C' and D', of E(G'). Let Gi be the 
edges of G that do not have u as anendpoint. Let G2 be the collection of edges 
of G' of the form u'x where ux is an edge of C, and let G3 be the collection of 
edges of G' of the form u"x where ux is an edge of C. Similarly, let. D\ be the 
edges of D that do not have u as an endpoint. Let D2 be the collection of edges 
of G' of the form u'x where ux is an edge of D, and let D3 be the collection 
of edges of G' of the form u"x where ux is an edge of D. Let G'~= CiUG2\jG3 
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and D' = DiUD2l)D3. 
Returning to G', if u'y is an edge of G', then G'\D'/C'\u'u" is isomorphic 
to A'3,3. But this contradicts the assumption that G' is almost-planar since 
G'/u'u" is isomorphic to G and, therefore, is non-planar. Thus u"y is an 
edge of G'. However G'\D'/C'/u"y is isomorphic to A'3,3. But, since G\uy is 
non-planar and G'\u"y has a minor isomorphic to G\uy, the graph G'\tt"y is 
non-planar. Again this is a contradiction since G' is almost-planar. Hence an 
almost-planar coextension of G is only created by splitting a vertex of ft. M 
We have shown that Theorem 2.2.3 holds for all graphs in B' and, hence, 
have determined the almost-planar graphs with |S| > 1. To determine the 
almost-planar graphs in which S is empty, we must prove Theorem 2.2.3 for 
the graphs in £7io, ri\, H2 , and AC. The next four propositions find the almost-
planar extensions and almost-planar coextensions of the members of £7io, ri\, 
H'2, and AC. 
We begin by finding the extensions and coextensions of G, a member of 
£7io- Let C be the Hamiltonian cycle uvwx2xizy of G. Let dc(a,(3) be the 
length of the shortest path of G from the vertex a to the vertex j3. Then, 
for all vertices a of G, a/3 is in E(G) if and only if dc(ct,/3) = 1 or 3. Thus 
the vertices of the unlabeled graph associated with G are indistinguishable. 
Therefore, if G' is an extension of G, then we may assume that G'\uz = G. 
Let D = {uxi, uy, x2y, wy, vz}. Both G'\D\yz and G'\D/yz are subdivisions 
of A'3,3. Hence G' is not almost-planar. Now suppose G' is a coextension of 
G. Then we may assume that G' is obtained by splitting u into u' and u" 
with u'v being an edge of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.3, we have that u"y 
is an edge of G'. Moreover, G' has an AC-minor or one of {u'xi, u'x2} and 
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{u"xi , u"x2} is a subset of E(G'). Suppose {u 'xi , u'x2} is a subset of E(G'). 
Then, since u has degree four in G, the vertex u" has degree two in G'; this 
is a contradiction since G' is 3-connected. Hence {u 'xi , u'x2} is not a subset. 
of E(G'). A similar argument estabUshes that {u"xi , u"x2} is not a subset, of 
E(G'). We conclude that an almost-planar extension or coextension of G has 
an AC-minor. 
We now consider the graphs which belong to £7n. Figure 12 illustrates 
the symmetry of a graph in £7n. Recall that X, Y, and V each have at least, 
two elements. The following proposition describes the structure of the almost-
planar extensions and coextensions of a member of £7n. 
• 2.3.23 Proposi t ion. An almost-planar extension or coextension of a 
graph in £7n hes in £7n or has an ?{[- or AC-minor. 
Proof. Let G be a member of £7n. Suppose G' is an almost-planar 
extension of G and e is an edge of G' such that G' \e = G. Lemmas 2.1.5 
and 2.3.13 and the symmetry of G yield that G' has a B'-minor, G" has an 
AC-minor, or e is in {uz, uw, wz, v r yi , x iy m , xnvi}. 
Suppose G' has a B'-minor. Then, by Proposition 2.3.22, G' is a member 
of B' and thus |S(G') | = 1. But G' also has a £7n-minor. Hence S(G') = 0, 
a contradiction. Therefore G' does not have a jB'-minor. Suppose e is in {vz, 
uw, wz, v r yi , x iy m , x n v i } . If e is one of x n v i , v r yi , and x i y m , then G' is in 
AC having X1X2 • • •x„wyiy2 • • •ymttViV2 • • -vrz as the cycle A, otherwise G" is 
a member of £7n. 
Suppose G' is an almost-planar coextension of G having no Wj- or AC-
minor. Then, by the symmetry of G, we may assume G' is found by splitting 
the vertex u. Suppose u is split into u' and u" with u'vi being an edge of G'. 
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Then, by Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.14, u"ym is an edge of G' and either {u"z, 
u'x : x £ X} or {u'w, u"x : x £ X} is a subset of E(G'). Now it is easy to 
check that G' is a member of £7n. • 
The next two propositions deal with finding the structure of an almost-
planar extension or coextension of a graph that belongs to ri\ or ri'2. In both 
classes of graphs, each of the sets X, Y, and V contains at least two vertices. 
2.3.24 Proposition. An almost-planar extension or coextension of a 
graph in H[ lies in H\ or has an H'2- or AC-minor. 
Proof. Let G be a member of H[. Suppose that G' is an almost-planar 
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extension of G, and G' \e = G for some edge e of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 
2.3.17, e is in {uw, uz, wz, ViVj :l<i<j<r}. If e is v<v,- for some i and j , 
with [i — j \ 7̂  1, then let D = {v^Vf+i, Vi+iVi+2, ..., v,-_iVj, uv2 , uv3 , . . . , uvr, 
ux2, UX3, . . . , ux„, uy2, uy3, . . . , uy m , uw, uz, wz}. The graphs G'\D\VJ-IVJ 
and G'\D/VJ-IVJ are subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. Hence, for all i 
and j , with \i — j \ ^ 1, v;Vj is not an edge of G'. Therefore e is in {uw, uz, 
wz} and G' is in ft',. 
We now assume that G' is a coextension of G and that G' is found by 
splitting one of u, w, and z. Furthermore, assume G' has no W2- or AC-minor. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting u into u' and u". We may assume that 
u'vi is an edge of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.18, {u"s : s £ X U 1''} is a 
subset of E(G'). Either u'w or u 'z is an edge of G'. Suppose u'z is an edge of 
G' and let D = {u"x2 , u"x 3 , . . . , u"xn, u"y2, u"y3, ..., ti"ym, v2w, v3w, ..., 
v rw, V1V2, V2V3, . . . , v r _ iv r , wz}. The graphs G'\£>\viv2 and G'\D/viv2 are 
subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. Thus u'z is not an edge of G \ Therefore 
u'w is an edge of G' and it is easy to check that G' is in ri\. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting w. Let H = G/{ .T;X,-+I : 1 < i < 
n}/{yiyi+i: 1 < i < m}. The graph H is in £7i and the degree of w in H 
is at least four since r is at least two. Therefore w can be split in H. Let H' 
be an almost-planar coextension of H found by splitting w into w' and «>". 
By Lemma 2.3.3, we may assume that w'x and w"y are edges of H' where ;r 
and y are vertices of H' found by identifying the vertices x i , X2, . . . , xn and 
yi> yii ••• 1 Vm of H, respectively. Also, H' is in AC or one of {w'v : v £ V} 
and {w"v : v £ V} is a subset of E(H'). 
We now return our attention to the graph G'. By Lemma 2-.1.5, x„ w'w"yi 
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is a path of G' and one of {w'v : v £ V} and {w"v : v £ V} is a subset, of 
E{G'). By the symmetry of G, we may assume that , for all v in V, w'v is 
an .edge of G'. Then either w"u or w"z is an edge of G'. Suppose w"z is an 
edge of G'. Let D = {ux2 , ux 3 , . . . , u x n , uy2, uy3, ..., uym, v2w, v3w, . . . , 
v rw, y2y3, y3y4, •••, ym-iym, ymz, w"u, w'u, uz}. The graphs G ' \D\y iy 2 
and G'\D/yiy2 are subdivisions of A'3,3. This is a contradiction. Thus w"u is 
an edge of G' and G' is in ri\. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting z. Suppose that the degree in G of z is 
four. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.10, we have that either (i) uz is an edge of 
G' and y m z 'z"xi is a path of G'\ or (ii) wz is an edge of G' and ymz'x\ is a 
path of G'. In either case, G' is in H\. Now suppose the degree of z is five. 
Then, by Lemma 2 .2 .1 , G' is an extension of a member of Ti'y. Since ri\ is 
closed with respect to almost-planar extensions, G' is in "H\. H 
Before we determine all extensions and coextensions of a member of H'2, 
we note the symmetry of such a graph in Figure 13 . 
2.3.25 P r o p o s i t i o n . An almost-planar extension or coextension of a 
member ofH2 Ues in W2 or has an AC-minor. 
Proof . Let G be a member of ri'2. Suppose G' is an almost-planar graph 
such that G'\e = G for some edge e of G'. By Lemmas 2.1.5 and 2.3.17, G" 
has a B'-minor, or e is in {vxxi, v r x i , v ax„, v r x n , viyi , Viym, v r yi , vrym, uz, 
uw, wz}. By Proposition 2.3.22 and the fact that S(G') is empty, G" does 
not have a B'-minor. Thus e is in {viXi, v r x i , v ix n , v r x n , t»iyi, v iy m ) v ryi , 
VrVmy v,z, uw, wz}. Suppose e is not in {uz, uw, wz}. Then, by the symmetry 
of G, we may assume that e is either ViXi or v ix n . Suppose e is ViXi and let 
D = {ux 3 , ux 4 , . . . , u x n , u y i , u y 2 , . . . , u y m _ i , uv2 , u v 3 , . . . , uvr"_i, Xiz, x ix 2 , 
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uz, uw, wz}. The graphs G'\D\uxi and G'\D/ux\ are subdivisions of A'3,3, 
a contradiction. Now suppose e is v ix n ; let D — {uxi , ux 2 , . . . , U .T„_I , t/i'i, 
uv2 , . . . , u v r _ i , uy2, uy3, ..., uym, viz, uz, uw, wz}. The graphs G'\D\viXi 
and G'\D/viXi are subdivisions of A'3,3, another contradiction. Hence e is in 
{uz,uw,wz} and G' is a member of 7i2. 
Suppose G' is a coextension of G that has no AC-minor. Then, by the 
symmetry of G, we may assume that G' is found by splitting one of v and w>. 
Suppose u is split into u ' and u" where u'vi is an edge of G'. By Lemmas 
2.1.5 and 2.3.18, {u"s : s £ X U Y} is a subset of E(G'). Suppose there is 
an i, 1 < i < r, such that u"v; is an edge of G'. Let D = {«"x2 , u"x3, ..., 
u"xn,u"y2, u"y3,..., u"ym, u 'vi , u'w, u"w, u 'z , u"z, wz}U{u
nVj, u'vj : v"vj, 
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U'VJ £ E{G'), j ^ i}. The graphs G'\D\u'u" and G'\D/u'u" are subdivisions 
of A'3,3, a contradiction. Now suppose u'vi is an edge of G' for all i in {1, 2 , . . . , 
r } . . Let D = {u"x2, u"x3, . . . , u " x n , u"y2, u"y3, ..., u"ym, u'v2, u 'v3 , . . . , 
u'vr, u'w, u"w, u'z, u"z, wz}. The graphs G'\-D\viv2 and G'\D\u'vi/i>ii<2 
are subdivisions of A3,3, another contradiction. Hence G' is not formed by 
splitting u. 
Suppose G' is found by splitting w into w' and w" with xnw' being an 
edge of G \ First suppose that the degree in G of w is four. By Lemmas 2.1.5 
and 2.3.10, either (i) uw is an edge of G and xnw'w"yi is a path of G"; or 
(ii) uw is an edge of G and xnw'yi is a path of G'; or (iii) wz is an edge of 
G' and xnw'yi is a path of G'. If (i) or (ii) holds, then G' is in H'2. If (iii) 
holds, then v rw" and w"z are edges of G'. Let D = {ux2, ux3, ..., uxn, vy2, 
uy3, ..., uym, uv2, uv3, ..., uvr, V1V2, viz, w"z, uz}. The graphs G'\D\wi 
and G'\D/uvi are subdivisions of A'3,3, a contradiction. Now suppose that 
the degree in G of w is five. Then, by Lemma 2 .2.1, G' is an extension of 
some member of H'2. We observed earlier in this proof that 7i'2 is closed with 
respect to almost-planar extensions, hence G' is in 7i2 . • 
To conclude that an almost-planar graph that has six or fewer edges in S 
lies in (Ujij QipB'UH^U H'2UM', and thereby complete the proof of Theorem 
2.2.3, all that remains is to show that AC is closed with respect to almost-
planar extensions and coextensions. 
2.3.26 Proposit ion. An extension or coextension of a member of AC is 
a member of AC'. 
Proof. Let G be a member of AC. Let {uit>i, u2v2 , U3V3, U4V4} form a 
matching of G with the property that, for i in {1, 2, 3, 4} , u*v< is not. an edge 
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of A. Consider A as a directed cycle. We may assume that the endpoints of 
the edges of this matching appear on A in the order u i , u 2 , U3, U4, Vi, v2, V3, 
V4.-'Let u and v be distinct vertices of G. We denote the directed path of A 
from u to v as P(u,v). Note that P(u,v) does not equal P(v,u). 
Suppose G'\xy = G for some edge xy of G'. Furthermore, suppose G" is 
not in AC. We will show that G' is not almost-planar. By the symmetry of 
the subgraph of G induced by the cycle A and the edges u^i, we may assume 
that x is in F (P (v i ,v 2 ) ) and y is in V(P(ui,x)). Let D = E(G) - ({u,v, : 
i = 1,2,3,4} U E(A)). Note that G'\u4v4 is non-planar. To show that G" 
is not almost-planar when y is in V(P(ui,U4)), we will show that G'/U4V4 is 
non-planar. 
Suppose y is in V(P(ui,U2)). Since G' is not in AC, there is an edge x'y' 
of G' with x' in V(P(vux)) and y' in V(P(y,u2)), or x' in V{P{x,v2)) and y' 
in F ( P ( u i , y ) ) . By the symmetry of G\D, we may assume the former holds. 
The graph G'\D\uiVi\u3V3/.E(P(x,V2))/u4V4 is a subdivision of A'3,3. Hence 
G'/U4V4 is non-planar. 
Suppose y is in V(P(u2 ,U3)) — {u 2}. If x is V2, then this is symmetric 
to the case when y is in V(P(u i ,u 2 ) ) . Assume x is not v2. since the graph 
G'\Z?\£?(P(u4,vi))\v3U3/u4V4 is a subdivision of A'3,3, G'/u4V4 is non-planar. 
Suppose y is in F(P(u3,U4)) — {U3}. If x is v2 , then this is symmetric 
to the case when y is in V(P(u2 ,U3)). Suppose x is not v2. Then G'/u4v4 is 
non-planar since G'\D\E(P(y,x))/u4V4 is a subdivision of A'3,3. 
Finally, suppose y is in F(P(u4 , x)). Let e be an edge of P(y, x). Then the 
graphs G'VD\uiVi\(.E(P(y,x)) - e)\e and G' \ I>\uiVi \ (E(P(y,x)) - e)/e are 
subdivisions of A'3,3. Hence G' is not almost-planar. Thus an almost-planar 
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extension of G is a member of AC. 
Suppose that G' is found by splitting w into w' and w". Then, since w 
has degree at least four, w is the endpoint of some edge which is not in A. 
Without loss of generality, say w is a vertex of P(ui ,U2). If w is an endpoint. 
of P(ui,U2), then we will assume w is u\. Let xi and X2 be vertices of G such 
that X1WX2 is the directed path of A from Xi to X2. Also assume that xiw' is 
an edge of G'. 
If xiw'x2 is a path of G', then let D — E(G')—[{u2V2, u3v3, U4V4}U{xitt>', 
x2w'}UJ5(P(x2 ,xi))] . Then the graphs G'\D\w'w" and G'\D/w'w" are sub-
divisions of As,3. Hence G' is not almost-planar. 
If Xiw'w"x2 is a path in G', then either G' is embeddable on the Mobius 
band in the desired manner or it is not. If it is not, then let E(A') = (E( A) — 
{xiw, wx2})U{xiw', w'w", w"x2}. Then A' is a directed Hamiltonian cycle of 
G' with the direction being that implied by the direction of A..There are two 
vertices y and z of G' such that w'y and w"z are edges of G' and the vertices 
appear, in order, on A' as w', w", z, and y. Note that each of U2t>2> W3V3, and 
U4V4 is different from both w'y and w"z. The endpoints of these edges appear 
on A' in the order w', w", U2, U3, u4 , z, y, V2, V3, and V4. Note that vertices y 
and X2 may not be distinct, however, vertices z and U4 are distinct since i>i lies 
on P{u4,z). Set D = E(G')-[{uiVi : i =2 , 3, 4}\JE(P(x2,u1))\JE(P{u4,x1)) 
U{xiw', w'w", w"x2, w"z, w'y}]. Then the graphs G'\D\u3V3 and G'\D/u3v3 
are subdivisions of A3,3. 
We have now shown that AC is closed with respect to almost-planar co-
extensions. Thus AC is closed with respect to almost-planar extensions and 
almost-planar coextensions. • 
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We have now established Theorem 2.2.3. Hence all almost-planar graphs 
have been explicitly determined. This, in turn, completes the proof of Theorem 
2.1.4. 
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2.4 Extremal Almost-Planar Graphs 
In this section, we determine bounds for the edge set of a simple, 3-
connected, almost-planar graph. We also specify those graphs that meet these 
bounds. The following corollary characterizes these extremal graphs. 
2.4.1 Corollary. Suppose G is a simple, 3-connected, almost-planar 
graph having u vertices. Then \3u/2] < \E(G)\ < Zu — 5. Furthermore, 
(i) \E(G)\ = 3v-5 if and only if G is in B; 
(ii) \E(G)\ = 3u/2 if and only ifG is in {A"3,3}UAf; and 
(iii) \E(G)\ = (3i/ + l ) / 2 if and only if G is isomorphic to H/e for some 
H in M. 
Proof. Let G be a simple, 3-connected, almost-planar graph. Since each 
vertex of G has degree at least three, G has at least [3i^/2] edges. To show 
that |i?(G)| < Zu — 5, we first show that there is an edge e of G such that 
G\e is planar. Assume the contrary. Since G is almost-planar, G/f is planar 
for all edges / of G. By Corollary 2.1.0, G is either A's, A'3,3, A"gi3, A"")3, 
or K'3"3. But each of these graphs has an edge such that the deletion of this 
edge results in a planar graph, a contradiction. Thus there is an edge e of 
G such that G\e is planar. Therefore, by Euler's formula for planar graphs, 
\E(G\e)\ < 3 |F(G\e) | - 6. Since |F (G\e ) | = u and | £ ( G \ e ) | = \E(G)\ - 1, G 
has at most 3 ^ — 5 edges. 
We now determine all the graphs attaining equality in the bounds on 
|2?(G)|. Suppose G is a simple, 3-connected, almost-planar graph. Further-
more, assume that |2£(G)| = [3^/2] . If u is even, then every vertex of G has 
degree three. However, the only simple, 3-connected, almost-planar graphs in 
which the degree of each vertex is three are the graphs in {A'3,3}UAf. Now 
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suppose v is odd. Then all but one vertex of G has degree three. The remaining 
vertex must have degree four. Upon examining the classes of almost-planar 
graphs, one observes that G must take the form H/e where H is in At. 
Now assume that |.E(G)| = Zv—5. Clearly all graphs in B have Zv—5 edges. 
Suppose G is not in B. We shall establish the contradiction that |i?(G)| < Zv—5. 
Suppose G is a member of £7i, £?2, •••, £7n, B', Wi, or W2. If G is a 
member of £7i, £?3, Qs, or B'-B, then G is a proper subgraph of a member of 
B. Thus G has fewer than Zv — 5 edges. Therefore we may assume that G lies 
in G2, GA, QS, ft, £7T, £79, Gio, £7n, K, or %'2. If G is in 0 „ or ri\, then let 
e = uvi. If G is in H'2, then let e = viz. If G is not in £7n, %i, or H'2, then 
let e = uv. Now G\e is planar but it is not a triangulation. Observe that G\e 
and G have the same number of vertices but G\e has one fewer edge than G. 
Therefore |.E(G\e)| < Zv - 6 and so \E(G)\ <Zv-5. 
Now suppose G is in AC U {A3)3, K'3%3, K'3\3, K'3% G( l l , l ) , G(ll,2), 
G(12,1)}. It is routine to check that there is an edge e of G such that G\e is 
planar. Clearly G\e is not a triangulation. Thus |i5(G\e)| < Zv — 6 and we 
have that \E(G)\ < Zv - 5. • 
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2.5 W a g n e r ' s Resu l t 
In 1967 Wagner characterized nearly-planar graphs. Recall that a non-
planar graph G is nearly-planar if the deletion of any vertex of G results in 
a planar graph. Bodendiek and Wagner (1988) use the term "almost-planar" 
for such graphs. Wagner's characterization of nearly-planar graphs is written 
in German. In this dissertation, following the review of Wagner (1967) (see 
MR36#73) , we translate the term fastplattbare as "nearly-planar". The reader 
should be aware of this conflict of terminology when consulting Bodendiek e t 
al. (1988). 
An almost-planar graph is nearly-planar, however, a nearly-planar graph 
need not be almost-planar. Let G be the graph obtained by adding the edge 
x n v r to a member of 'H.2- The graph G is not almost-planar since G \ .T„W and 
G/xnw are both non-planar. However, it is easy to check that G is nearly-
planar. It is possible to use Wagner's characterization of nearly-planar graphs 
to determine the almost-planar graphs. In his characterization, Wagner does 
not explicitly describe the nearly-planar graphs. Instead, he gives a method for 
constructing the nearly-planar graphs from the minimal nearly-planar graphs. 
Before stating Wagner's theorem, it is necessary to describe two operations 
which are similar to deletion and contraction. Wagner allows an edge e to be 
deleted from a non-planar graph G if e has at least one endpoint. of degree 
three and the graph G\e is non-planar. We refer to this operation as the Un-
deletion of e. Wagner permits an edge e to be contracted from a non-planar 
graph if one endpoint of e has degree two. This operation will be referred to 
as the W-contraction of e. The operation W-contraction is similar to series 
contraction. If we restrict series contraction to only those edges e of G that 
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have an endpoint of degree two, then the operation of series contraction is 
equivalent to the operation of W-contraction. A non-planar graph G will be 
said, to have a W-minor isomorphic to H if there is a sequence of graphs G'i, 
G2, • • •, Gn such that Gi is isomorphic to H, Gn is isomorphic to G, and, for 
all i in {2, 3, . . . , n}, there is an edge ei of Gi such that the graph G'i_i is 
found by either W-deleting or W-contracting the edge e{ from G,-. 
The following theorem of Wagner characterizes the simple, 3-connected, 
nearly-planar graphs. The nearly-planar graphs V, Vi, and V2 are depicted 
in Figure 14. We let V denote the set of nearly-planar graphs {V, V\ / i , 
n/i\/2}. 
FIGURE 14 
GRAPHS V,VU AND V2 
2.5.1 Theorem. Let G be a simple, 3-connected, nearly-planar graph. 
Then G is a member of {K5}UVUtf'UAC, or G has a W-minor in {K3<3, A'^3, 
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Note that Theorem 2.5.1 provides a necessary condition for the simple, 
3-connected nearly-planar graphs. It does not yield a sufficient condition. It is 
easy", to construct a graph that is not nearly-planar but does have a W-minor 
isomorphic to A'3,3. 
We have seen that the graphs in {A3,3, A'3)3, A'3)3, A'3"3}U£7io are almost-
planar. However, Vi and V2 and the graphs in V are not almost-planar. In 
Figure 14, an edge e is specified for each of the graphs. The deletion and 
contraction of e from each graph results in a non-planar graph. Thus a nearly-
planar graph that is in V or one that has a W-minor isomorphic to Vi or V2 
is not almost-planar. Hence, an almost-planar graph that is not a member of 
{A'S}U B'UM' has a W-minor in {A'3,3, K'33, K'3\3, A'3''3}U£7i0. Therefore, if G 
is an almost-planar graph, we take Gi to be isomorphic to a member of {A'3,3, 
A*3(3, A'3')3, A'3"3 }U£7io
 m t n e sequence of graphs Gi, G 2 , . . . , Gn. The concepts 
of W-deletion and W-contraction can be reversed to yield analogs of extension 
and coextension. This leads to a reconstructive process that is equivalent, to 
the process based on Corollary 1.8 used in Sections 2.2. However, Theorem 
2.5.1 does not guarantee that the intermediate graphs Gi are 3-connected. 
For this reason the choice was made to use Corollary 1.8 to determine the 
almost-planar graphs. 
C H A P T E R 3 
Planar Graphs Having no Minor Isomorphic t o the 6-Wheel 
' .3.1 Introduction 
Tutte's theorem, Theorem 1.4, was an important, forerunner of the splitter 
theorem. It follows from this theorem that , for any simple, 3-connected graph 
G, there are simple, 3-connected graphs Hi, H2, ..., Hn, such that , for some 
k > 3, Hi ~ Wk, Hn ~ G, and, for all i in {2, 3, . . . , n}, there is an edge e,-
of Hi such that Hi-i ^; Hi\ei or Hi-i a Hi/ei. Thus the wheel graphs are 
the basic, building blocks of simple, 3-connected graphs. Since every graph can 
be obtained from a sequence of 3-connected graphs and graphs having three 
or fewer vertices using the operations of disjoint union, 1-sum, and 2-sum, the 
wheels are the non-trivial basic building blocks of all graphs. 
Let k > 3. It is natural to seek a characterization of the simple, 3-
connected graphs that have no WVminor. For k less than six, the graphs 
which have no Wfc-minor have been characterized. Dirac (1952) determined 
that the graphs that have no W3-minor are the series-parallel networks. From 
Theorem 1.4, it is elementary to show that the only simple, 3-connected graph 
that has no WVminor is W3 (see, for example, Oxley (1987)). 
The following theorem of Oxley (1989) characterizes the simple, 3-connccted 
graphs that do not have a W5-minor. The graphs HQ,Q3, A'2,2,2, and H-,, which 
are referred to in the theorem, are illustrated in Figure 15. 
3.1.1 Theorem. Let G be a graph. Then G is simple, 3-connected, and 
has no Ws-minor if and only if 





H 6 Q3 K 2 2 2 H 7 
F I G U R E 15 
GRAPHS H6, Q3, A2,2,2, AND H7 
(ii) for some k > 3, G is isomorpliic to one of A3,fc, K'3 k, K3 k, or A"3"fr. 
The main theorem of this chapter characterizes the simple, 3-connected 
graphs that have no We-minor and are planar. Originally we attempted to 
classify all simple, 3-connected graphs having no We-minor, however the large 
number of cases involved made this too difficult. Thus we restricted our atten-
tion to the planar graphs. Oporowski, Oxley, and Thomas (1990) have shown 
that , for k > 3, there are only finitely many simple, 3-connected, planar graphs 
having no Wk -minor. This provided the necessary motivation to seek a char-
acterization for the simple, 3-connected, planar graphs having no We-niinor. 
In Section 3 .3 , we use this characterization to classify all planar graphs that 
have no Ws-minor. We now state the main theorem of this chapter. The proof 
of this theorem appears in Section 3.2. The labeling of the graphs in Figure 
16 will be explained in the proof of this theorem. 
3.1.2 Theorem. Let G be a simple, 3-connected, planar graph that does 
not have a We -minor. Then G is isomorpliic to a simple, 3-connected, planar 
minor of one of the graphs listed in Figure 16. 
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In 1932 Whitney showed that a simple, 3-connected, planar graph has 
a unique embedding in the plane. Since we are only concerned with planar 
graphs, this result will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.1.2. 
FIGURE 16 
THE COMPLETE LIST OF SPLITTERS 
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FIGURE 16 Page 2 of 5 
G(9,17,7) G(9,17,8) G(9,17,9) 
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FIGURE 16 Page 3 of 5 
0(9,17,16) G(9,17,17) 
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0(10,17,7) 0(10,17,8) G(10,17,9) 
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FIGURE 16 Page 5 of 5 
G(10,17,13) G(10,17,14) G(10,17,15) 
G(10,17.16) G(10,17,17) 
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3.2 Proof of the Main Theorem 
Let G be a simple, 3-connected, planar graph that has no We-minor. 
Either G does or does not have a Ws-minor. First, suppose G does not have a 
Ws-minor. By Theorem 3.1.2 and the fact that G is planar, G is isomorphic 
to a minor of He, Q3, A"2,2,2, or HT. Note that although He is not planar, 
it does have some simple, 3-connected, planar minors. In particular, a planar 
minor of He is isomorpliic to a proper minor of A's, or to a minor of the graph 
He\e where e is an edge of He such that both endpoints of e have degree four. 
Note that all proper minors of A's are minors of Q3, and He\e is isomorphic 
to A'2,2,2\«iVi \u2wi. Therefore G is isomorphic to to a minor of Q3, A'2,2,2, 
or HT. 
Suppose H is in {Q3, K2,2,2i H?}. We will show that there is a simple, 
3-connected, planar graph H' such that (i) H' has a Ws-minor; (ii) H' does 
not have a We-minor; and (iii) for some e in E(H'), either H'\e = H or 
H'/e = H. Once this is shown, we can conclude that G is a minor of a 
simple, 3-connected, planar graph that has a Ws-minor. Such a graph will 
be determined in the second case, which is considered below. Since H is 
a maximal, simple, 3-connected graph that does not have a W5-minor, all 
extensions and coextensions of H that are simple and 3-connected have a W$-
minor. We must show that there is an extension or coextension of H that, is 
simple, 3-connected, planar, and does not have a We-minor. 
Suppose H is Qz and H' is a simple, 3-connected, planar graph that is 
a single-element extension of H. It is routine to check that H' does not have 
a We-minor. Suppose H is Hi and H' is a simple, 3-connected, planar graph 
that is a single-element extension of H. The graph We has seven vertices and 
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12 edges, while H' has seven vertices, 13 edges, and no vertex of degree six. 
Therefore H' does not have a We-minor. Now suppose H is A'2,2,2- Since H 
is a .triangulation, there is no simple, planar graph that is a single-element 
extension of H. Suppose H = H'/f for some 3-connected, planar graph H'. 
Then H' has seven vertices and 13 edges and H' does not have a vertex of 
degree six. Therefore H' does not have a We-minor. Thus G is isomorphic to 
a minor of a simple, 3-connected, planar graph that has a Ws-minor. 
We now suppose that G has a Ws-minor. Since G and W5 are simple and 
3-connected, we may apply Corollary 1.8. Not only must, the graphs Hi of 
Corollary 1.8 be simple and 3-connected, but each must also be planar. 
In the remainder of this section, the term "graph" will denote a simple. 
3-connected, planar graph that has a Ws-minor. If G'\e = G is simple and 
3-connected, then we will refer to G' as an "extension" ofG. Furthermore, if 
G' is planar, we will refer to G' as a "planar extension" ofG. We will use the 
terms "coextension" and "planar coextension" similarly. 
The unique simple, 3-connected, planar graph that has six vertices, ten 
edges, and a Ws-minor is W5 (see Figure 17). Assign the number G(6,10,1) to 
this graph. In general, we shall use the following convention for keeping track 
of the simple, 3-connected, planar graphs that have a W5- but no We-minor: 
G(h,j,k) will denote the kth such graph having h vertices and j edges. We 
now determine the simple, 3-connected, planar graphs that have 11 edges and a 
Ws-minor but do not have a We-minor. Such a graph is either an extension or a 
coextension of G(6,10,1). Note that any extension of G(6,10,1) is isomorphic 
to the graph G(6,11,1), obtained by adding the edge V1V4 to G(6,10,1). A 
coextension of G(6,10,1) is isomorphic to the graph G(7,11,1), also depicted 
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in Figure 17. 
Note that the graph G(7,11,1) is isomorphic to the planar dual of 
G(6,11,1). By Whitney, the planar dual of G(6,11,1) is uniquely determined. 
It is desirable to have the concept of planar duality embedded in our graph 
numbering system. Suppose h is not (j + 2)/2. The planar dual of G(h,j,k), 
denoted by G(h,j,k)*, is a simple, 3-connected, planar graph that has a W5
+-
minor and does not have a W6*-minor. But, for all k, Wk is isomorpliic to Wk. 
Therefore G(h,j,k)* is also a graph that has a Ws-minor and does not have a 
Ws-minor. By Euler's formula for planar graphs, G(h,j, k)* has j — h + 2 ver-
tices and j edges. To embed the property of planar duahty into our numbering 
system, the graph G(h,j,k)* will be labeled as G(j — h+2,j,k). When h equals 
(j + 2)/2, both G(h,j,k) and G{h,j,k)* have the same number of vertices. In 
that case, the numbering system will not identify planar dual graphs. 
Let H be a member of G(h,j), the collection of graphs G(h,j, k). Suppose 
H is not isomorphic to Ws. Then H is an extension of a member of G{h, j — 1) or 
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H is a coextension of a member of Q(h—l,j — 1). Suppose H is a coextension of 
H', a member of Q(h — l,j — l). There is another way to view the relationship 
between H and H'. The graph (H1)* is a member of £7(j — h + 2,j — 1) 
while H* is a member of Q(j — h + 2,j). It is elementary to show (see Welsh 
(1976)) that H* is an extension of (H')*. Therefore H is the planar dual of 
some extension of (H1)*. Thus G(h,j) is the set of graphs G(h,j,k) such that 
G(h,j,k) is an extension of some member of G(h,j — 1) together with the set 
of graphs G(h,j,k) such that G(j — h + 2,j,k), the planar dual of G(h,j,k), 
is an extension of some member of Q(j — h + 2, j — 1). This is the method we 
will use to determine the graphs of G(h,j). For brevity, we will use the term 
"dual" to refer to the planar dual. 
Since a simple, 3-connected, planar graph has a unique embedding in 
the plane, we only consider adding an edge to G(h,j,k) that would join two 
vertices that he on a common face. For example, we are able to conclude that 
G(6,11,1) + V2V5 is non-planar without finding a A'3,3-minor of G(6,11,1) 4-
V2VS. 
Let G(6,12,1) denote the graph obtained by adding the edge i>it>3 to 
£(6 ,11 ,1) . The only other edge which can be added to G ( 6 , l l , l ) is v2v4. 
However, this results in a graph which is isomorphic to G(6,12,1). Hence, up 
to isomorphism, there is only one graph that has exactly six vertices, 12 edges, 
and does not have a We-minor. Therefore there is only one graph that has 
exactly eight vertices, 12 edges, and no We-minor. This graph, G(8,12,1), is 
the dual of G(6,12, l ) . It is depicted in Figure 18. 
We now determine the graphs that have exactly seven vertices, 12 edges, 
and no We-minor. We begin by finding all planar extensions of G(7,11,1). 
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F I G U R E 18 
GRAPH G(8,12, l ) AND G(7,12,6) 
There are nine edges that can be added to G(7,11,1), however, up to iso-
morphism, this yields only five different graphs. For k in {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5} , the 
graph G(7,12,k) is found by adding the edge V1V4, V3V5, V2«5, v4ve, or V5V-, 
respectively, to G ( 7 , l l , l ) . If e is viv3, V2V4, V3V6, or V2VT, then G(7,11,1) + e 
is isomorphic to G(7,12, l ) , G(7,12,2), G(7,12,4), or G(7,12,5). For each 
isomorphism, the mapping of the vertices of G(7,11,1) -f- e to the vertices of 
G(7,12, k) is obvious. The notation used to number the graphs of £7(7,12) does 
not include the concept of duahty. This is because, for all G in £7(7,12), both 
G and G* have seven vertices. Therefore £7(7,12) is equal to Uk=1{G(7,12,k), 
G(7,12,fc)*}. For k = 1, 2, 3, or 4,the graph G(7,12,fc) is isomorphic to 
its dual. The dual of the graph G(7,12,5) is labeled G(7,12,6). The graph 
G(7,12,6) is also illustrated in Figure 18. Thus there are exactly six non-
isomorphic graphs that have exactly 7 vertices, 12 edges and no We-minor. 
Hence, altogether, there are eight non-isomorphic graphs that have 12 edges 
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and no We-minor. 
To determine the graphs that have exactly 13 edges and no We-minor, we 
note-that every face of G(6,12,1) is a triangle, therefore there is no planar ex-
tension of G(6,12,1). Before finding the extensions of the members of £7(7,12), 
we describe the format of the table that will be used to display the informa-
tion regarding the extensions of a member of G(h,j). For all H in G(h,j), a 
table will describe the necessary planar extensions of H where a definition of 
what we mean by "necessary" will follow shortly. Most tables have six columns 
while some tables have as few as four. The first column denotes the graph H. 
Column two specifies the edge e that is added to H. Column three denotes the 
graph G(h,j + l,k) that is isomorphic to H + e. The entry in column three 
appears in boldface to denote the first occurrence of the graph G(h,j + 1, k). 
This also specifies the labeling that will be used for the vertices ofG(h,j + l,k). 
If H + e has a We-minor, then a "We" appears in column three. 
Column four provides verification for the claim made in column three. 
If uG(h,j + l,fc)" appears in column three and it is not in boldface, then a 
permutation, ir, is in column four. This permutation is a mapping from the 
vertex subscripts of H + e to the vertex subscripts of G(h,j 4- l,k) such that 
v^'j is an edge of H + e if and only if ^ (o^O") is an edge of G(h,j + 1, k). If 
H + e has a We-minor, then column four specifies such a We-minor of H + e. 
After the letter H is a fist of the indices of vertices that, lie on a subtree of 
H + e. Upon contracting the edges of this subtree from H + e, the new vertex, 
the hub, is adjacent to six distinct vertices that he on a cycle. The letter G 
followed by a list of vertex indices specifies this cycle. Column five lists the 
edges f of H such that H + f is isomorphic to H + e. Column six provides 
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a permutation, ir', of vertex indices of H + f which verifies that H + f is 
isomorphic to H + e. If more than one edge appears in column five, then 
IT' is- preceded by an edge / ' . In this case, the permutation IT' verifies that 
H + / ' is isomorphic to H 4- e. For the remaining edges / in column five, the 
isomorphism from H + f to H 4- e is similar to the isomorphism from H 4- / ' 
to H + e. 
Consider the first row in Table 1. This states that G(7,12,1) 4- x>iv3 ~ 
G(7,13,1). The first row that has a G(7,12,3) in column one states that the 
graph G(7,12,3)4- v4ve is isomorphic to G(7,13,7) and the permutation that 
maps the indices of the vertices of G(7,12,3)4-t>4t>e to the indices of the vertices 
of G(7,13,7) is (14657)(23). This row also states that G(7,12,13) 4- v3v6 ~ 
G(7,12,13)4-t>4Ve and the permutation (25)(34) maps the indices of the vertices 
of G(7,12,3) + v3v6 to the indices of the vertices of G(7,12,3) 4- v4v0 . The last. 
row of Table 1 states that G(7,12,6) 4- v3vy has a We-minor. Such a minor 
is found by taking the cycle V1V2 •••ve as the rim of We, the vertex Vj as the 
hub, and six edges from vj to Vi for i in {1, 2, . . . , 6} as the spokes. 
With one exception, Table 1 lists the graphs which are extensions of a 
member of £7(7,12). Note that G(7,12,3) 4- V3V5 is a planar extension of 
G(7,12,3) yet it does not appear in Table 1. From the extensions of G(7,11,1), 
we have 
G(7,12,3) + v3vs = (G(7,11,1) 4- v2vs) 4- V3V5 
= (G{7,11,1) + V3VS) + V2VS 
= G(7,12,2)4-i>2t75. 
Since all extensions of G(7,12,2) are found before any extension of G(7,12,3), 
there is no need to consider adding the edge v3t's to G(7,12,3). This is an 
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example of an unnecessary extension. In general, suppose G is a member of 
Q(h,j) and G(h,j + l,k) and G(h,j + l,k') are extensions of G found by 
adding the edges e and / , respectively. Furthermore, suppose that k is less 
than k' and G(h,j + 1, k) + f and G(h,j 4-1, k') 4- e are planar. The extension 
G(h,j +1, k') + e is an unnecessary extension and this entry will not appear in 
the table describing the extensions of the graphs in G(h,j). From Table 1, we 
determine that there are nine non-isomorphic graphs that have exactly seven 
vertices, 12 edges, and no We-minor. 
To find all graphs that have exactly 13 edges and no We-minor, it remains 
to determine all such graphs that have exactly eight vertices. A graph of this 
type is either an extension of the graph G(8,12,1) or the dual of G(7,13, k) 
for some k. There are fourteen edges that may be added to G(8,12,1). These 
edges yield only four non-isomorphic graphs. To illustrate this, observe that if 
both e and / he in {v2vs, vev8}, {v2V4,V4V8,v3vs,v3ve}, {VSVT,VIV8, v i i ' e ,^ ! ' -} , 
or {viV4,V4V-j,v3vy,viv3}, thenG(8,12, l)4-e ~ G(8,12,1)4-/ . We shall use the 
first element in each set to define the graphs G(8,13,1), G(8,13,3), G(8,13,4), 
and G(8,13,7), respectively. The numbering scheme appears strange, however, 
these identification numbers reflect the fact that the graph G(8,13, k) is isomor-
phic to the dual of G(7,13, k). For fc = 2, 5, 6, 8, and 9, the graph G(8,13, A:) 
is illustrated in Figure 10. Thus there are a total of 18 non-isomorphic graphs 
that have exactly 13 edges and no We-minor. 
We now find all graphs that have exactly 14 edges and no We-minor. First, 
for all fc, 1 < fc < 9, we determine all necessary planar extensions of the graph 
G(7,13, fc). These extensions, labeled G(7,14, fc) for 1 < fc < 5, are described in 







































































EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(7,12) 
20. We proceed by finding the necessary planar extensions of the members of 
£7(8,13). Table 3 presents this information. Because of its length, this table is 
found in the appendix. 
Since the dual of a graph that has 14 edges and eight vertices also has 
14 edges and eight vertices, our notation for dual graphs does not apply. The 
permutation a of {1, 2 , . . . , 29} such that G(8,14,fc)* ~ G(8,14,<r(fc)) is (1 7) 
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G(7,13,4) v2vr G(7,14,3) (17)(26)(35) 
v»v9 
G(7,13,7) t>,t), 







EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(7,13) 
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F I G U R E 20 
GRAPHS G(9,14,fc) FOR 1 < fc < 5 
(3 9)(4 24)(10 22)(11 26)(12 28)(14 18)(15 17)(20 27)(21 23). Therefore all 
graphs that have 14 or fewer edges and no We-minor have been found. 
Before we determine the graphs that have exactly 15 edges and no We-
minor, consider the following. Suppose G is a member of Q(h, j). Earlier we saw 
that , in certain situations, we do not consider every possible planar extension of 
G. We now see that there are even more edges that do not need to be considered 
when finding the members of Q(h,j + 1). Suppose G is an extension of G", a 
graph in G(h,j — 1), and let G 4- e be a planar extension of G. If G' 4- e has a 
We-minor, then G 4- e has a We-minor. Therefore it is unnecessary to consider 
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adding the edge e to the graph G, and the extension G 4- e will not appear in 
the appropriate table. An example of this is the graph G(8,14,7) 4- v3vs- We 
are able to conclude that the graph G(8,14,7)4- v3vs has a We-minor since the 
graph G(8,13,2) 4- v3vs has a We-minor and G(8,14,7) = G(8,13,2) 4- v2v6. 
To find the graphs that have exactly 15 edges and no We-minor, we begin 
by finding all the necessary planar extensions of the graphs in £7(7,14), £7(8,14), 
and £7(9,14). Table 4 shows that there are only two non-isomorphic. graphs, 
G(7,15,1) and G(7,15,2), that have exactly seven vertices, 15 edges, and no 
We-minor. Thus the dual of G(7,15,1) and the dual of G(7,15,2) are the only 
non-isomorphic graphs that have exactly ten vertices, 15 edges, and no We-
minor. The graphs G(10,15,1) and G(10,15,2), which are equal to G(7,15,1)* 
and G(7,15,2)*, respectively, are depicted in Figure 2 1 . The necessary planar 
extensions of the graphs in £7(8,14) and £7(9,14) are shown in Tables 5 and 
6, respectively. These tables are located ill the appendix. There are 30 non-
isomorphic graphs G such that G is a planar extension of a member of £7(8,14) 
and G does not have a We-minor. These 30 graphs are labeled G(8,15, fc) for 
1 < fc < 30. There are only 28 non-isomorphic graphs G such that G is an 
extension of a member of £7(9,14) and G does not have a We-minor. These 28 
graphs are labeled G(9,15, fc) for fc in { 1 , 2 , . . . , 30}-{18, 19}. Figure 21 also 
illustrates the graphs G(9,15,18) and G(9,15,19). Thus there are a total of 
64 non-isomorphic graphs that have exactly 15 edges and no We-minor. 
To find the graphs that have exactly 16 edges and no We-minor, we find 
all the necessary planar extensions of G where G is a member of Q(h,15) 
for h = 7, 8, 9, or 10. Since both graphs in £7(7,15) are triangulations, no 
member of £7(7,15) has a planar extension. For fc in {1, 2, ...", 30}, the nee-
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Graph H Edge e Graph H +e Verification 
G(7,14,l) vavT G(7,18,l) 
We G(7,15,3) 
G(7,14,2) *a*t We H:<; 0:123745 
TABLE 4 
EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(7,14) 
FIGURE 21 
GRAPHS G(10,15,l), G(10,15,2), G(9,15,18), AND G(9,15,19) 
essary planar extensions of G(8,15,fc) yield ten non-isomorphic. graphs that 
have no We-minor (see Table 7 in the appendix). These graphs are denoted 
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by G(8,16,fc) for 1 < fc < 10. The dual of G(8,16,fc) is labeled G(10,16,fc). 
Each of the graphs G(10,16,l) , G(10,16,3), and G(10,16,4) is also an exten-
sion of G(10,15,1) or G(10,15,2) (see Table 0). For fc ^ 1, 3, or 4, the graph 
G(10,16, fc) is shown in Figure 22. We now find the graphs that have exactly 
nine vertices, 16 edges, and no We-minor. Let fc be in { 1 , 2 , . . . , 30}. We begin 
by finding all necessary planar extensions of G(9,15, fc). Table 8, also found in 
the appendix, shows that there are at least 43 non-isomorphic planar graphs 
that have exactly nine vertices, 16 edges, and no We-minor. To conclude our 
search for the graphs that have 16 edges and no Ws-minor, we find the dual of 
G(9,16, fc) for each fc in {1, 2, . . . , 43}. The permuatation <r of {1, 2, . . . , 43} 
for which G(9,16,fc)* c- G(9,16,(r(fc)) is (1 24)(2 20)(3 30)(6 8)(10 25)(11 23) 
(12 21)(13 16)(15 29)(18 26)(27 28)(31 38)(32 39)(33 37)(35 40)(36 42). 
Because all graphs that have exactly 16 edges and no We-minor have 8, 9, 
or 10 vertices, a graph that has exactly 17 edges and no Ws-minor must have 
8, 9, 10, or 11 vertices. Suppose G has exactly 17 edges, no We-minor, and 
eight vertices. Then G is an extension of some member of £7(8,16). There are 
only five extensions that must be examined. These five cases appear in Table 
10 and result in only one graph that has no Ws-minor, the graph G(8,17,1). 
Hence G( l l , 17,1), the dual of G(8,17,1), is the only graph that, has exactly 11 
vertices, 17 edges, and no We-minor. The graph G( l l ,17 ,1) appears in Figure 
23. The planar extensions of the members of £7(9,16) are specified in Table 11 
in the appendix. The non-isomorphic graphs that have exactly nine vertices, 
17 edges and no We-minor are the graphs G(9,17, fc), for 1 < fc < 17. For 
each fc, the dual of G(9,17,fc) is labeled G(10,17,fc). Table 12, located in the 
appendix, describes the extensions of the members of £7(10,16). Note that, for 
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fc not equal to 7 or 8, G(10,17, fc) is an extension of some member of £7(10,16). 
Figure 23 also displays G(10,17,7) and G(10,17,8). Thus there are a total of 
36 non-isomorphic graphs that have exactly 17 edges and no Ws-minor. 
Next we find all the graphs that have exactly 18 edges and no We-minor. 
We begin by finding all planar extensions of G(8,17,1). The graph G(8,17,1) is 
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EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN 0(10,15) 
From Table 10, we see that if G is in £7(8,14) and G4- e equals G(8,17,1), then 
G is G(8,16,4) and e is v3vj. Therefore we are able to conclude that a planar 
extension of G(8,17,1) has a We-minor. Hence a graph that has exactly 18 
edges and eight or 12 vertices also has a We-minor. Next we determine all 
planar extensions of the graphs in £7(9,17) and £7(11,17). Tables 13 and 14 
yield that all such extensions have a We-minor. Thus a planar graph with 
exactly 18 edges and either nine or 11 vertices has a We-minor. Finally, we 




GRAPHS G(ll ,17, l) , G(10,17,7), AND G(10,17,8) 















G(8,16,4) «s«r G(8,17, l) 
TABLE 10 
EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(8,16) 
in the appendix, all extensions have a We-minor. Therefore, all graphs that 
have 18 edges have a We-minor. 
We conclude that any simple, 3-connected, planar graph that has a Ws-
minor and no Ws-minor Ues in G(h,j) for some pair (h,j) that appears in the 
lattice configuration of Figure 24. This lattice also specifies the total number 
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EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(9,17) 
Graph B Edge e Graph B + e Verification Edges / Verification 
H:l,4,5; C:2369XY7 vlVx ,vavy ,vtvY t>,vy.(lY)(2X)(39)(48)(57) 
H:1,5,9,X,Y; 0:234687 vivt v,vY, v9vY t>»*r:(27)(38)(49)(5X) 
H:2,7,8; C:154368XY v,v,,vTv»,v*vx »8t>,:(26)(34)(7X)(89) 
H:7,8,Y; 0:12369X5 ViVt,vtv9,v4vx t-«rx:(25)(34)(7X)(89) 
H:7,8,Y; 0:12369X5 v4v0 (27)(38)(49)(5X) 
H:6,8,9,X; C:1Y72345 v,ve,vev7,v9vx vlve:(lY)(2X)(39)(48)(57) 
TABLE 14 
EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(11,17) 
of non-isomorphic graphs residing in G(h,j). Hence there are a total of 231 
non-isomorphic, simple, 3-connected, planar graphs that have a Ws- and no 
We-minor. 
To conclude the proof of the Theorem 3.1.2, we must determine which of 
these 231 graphs are splitters. Recall that the graph G is a splitter if every 
planar extension of G and every planar coextension of G has a We-minor. 
Equivalently, G is a sphtter if every planar extension of G and every planar 
extension of G* has a We-minor. We now examine the tables of extensions to 











LATTICE OF Q(h,j) 
extension Usted in the appropriate table and this extension does not. have a 
Ws-minor, then G(h,j,k) is not a sphtter. Thus the graph G(h,j,k) has the 
possibiUty of being a sphtter if all its Usted planar extensions in the appropriate 
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table have a We-minor, or the graph G(h,j,k) does not appear in this table. 
There are no planar extensions of G(6,12,1), however, this graph is not 
a sphtter since its dual, G(8,12,1), has a planar extension that does not have 
a We-minor. From Table 1 we see that all graphs in £7(7,12) have a pla-
nar extension that does not have a Ws-minor. The graphs G(7,13,8) and 
G(7,13,9) do not appear in Table 2, however, their dual graphs, G(8,13,8) and 
G(8,13,9), have planar extensions with no We-minors. Thus neither G(7,13,8) 
nor G(7,13,9) is a sphtter. 
Suppose fc = 3, 4, or 5. The graph G(7,14, fc) does not appear in Table 4, 
however, G(7,14, fc) is not a spUtter. This is easily seen by observing that the 
graph G(9,14,fc) has a planar extension that does not have a We-minor (see 
Table 6. Next, consider the graph G(8,14,fc), for fc = 9, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 
24, 25, 27, or 29. Either G(8,14, fc) does not appear in Table 5, or aU listed 
extensions of G(8,14, fc) have a We-minor. The graph G(8,14,fc), for fc = 9, 
21, 22, 24, or 27, is not a spUtter since its dual graph, G(8,14, fc') for fc' = 3, 
23, 10, 4, or 20, respectively, has a planar extension that does not have a We-
minor. For the remaining graphs we make the foUowing observations. We note 
that G(8,14,15) + v2v7 ~ G(8,15,26), G(8,14,16) 4- v2v7 ~ G(8,15,24), and 
G(8,14,20) 4- V1V4 ~ G(8,15,32). The permutation of vertex indices for each 
of these isomorphisms is the identity. Also G(8,14,25) 4- V5V7 ~ G(8,15,32) 
by the permutation (38)(47), while G(8,14,29) 4- v3vs =s G(8,15,19) by the 
permutation (12346). Therefore no graph in £7(8,14) is a spUtter. Hence all 
spUtters have at least 15 edges. 
The graphs G(7,15,1) and G(7,15,2) are not splitters because there is 
a planar extension of both G(10,15,1) and G(10,15,2) that does not have a 
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We-minor. From Table 7, we see that there are many graphs having eight 
vertices and 15 edges that could be sphtters. However the dual of graph 
G(8,.15,fc), for fc = 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, and 30, has a planar extension that does not have a Ws-minor. Thus 
G(8,15, fc) is not a spUtter. To show the remaining graphs are not splitters 
notice that G(8,15,18) 4-viv4 ^ G(8,16,9), G(8,15,23) 4- v6t'8 ^ G(8,16,5), 
and G(8,15,29) 4-V3U5 ~ G(8,16,6). The permutations of vertex indices that 
show these isomorphisms are (1), (178345)(26), and (1532)(4876), respectively. 
Therefore no member of £7(8,15) is a spUtter, and hence, no member of £7(9,15) 
is a spUtter. 
We now consider the graphs that have 16 edges. From Table 12, no 
member of £7(10,16) is a spUtter. Thus no member of £7(8,16) is a splitter. 
There are many graphs that have exactly nine vertices and 16 edges that could 
be spUtters. From Table 1 1 , the graph G(9,16, fc), for fc = 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9,11,12, 
13,15,17,19, 22, 23, 24, 30, 32, or 37, is not a spUtter. Furthermore G(9,16, fc), 
for fc = 6, 16, 20, 21, 29, 33, or 39, is not a spUtter since G(9,16,fc)* has a 
planar extension that has no We-minor (see Table 11). Table 16 yields that 
only the graphs G(9,16,7) and G(9,16,43) of the remaining graphs in £7(9,16) 
are spUtters. Except for column five, the format of Table 16 is identical to that 
of a table that describes the extensions of the members of G(h,j). Column five 
identifies the dual of the graph H. RecaU that if H 4- e does not have a We-
minor, then neither H nor H* is a spUtter. Since adding v7v9, t>4t>8, or t v ' - to 
G(9,14,1) results in a graph with a We-minor, and the graph G(9,16,7) has 
a G(9,14, l)-minor, we do not consider adding these edges to G(9,16,7). Now 
consider G(9,16,43). For e = V4i»s, V4Ve, vjvs, f i t 's , or v3v7, the extension 
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G(9,16,43) 4- e does not appear in Table 16. This is because G(9,14,3) 4- e 








































































































EXTENSIONS TO LOCATE SPLITTERS IN £7(9,14) 
Since all graphs that have 18 edges also have a W6-minor, the graphs in 
£7(8,17), £7(9,17), £7(10,17), and £7(11,17) are also spUtters. Thus there are a 
total of 38 spUtters. Theorem 3.1.2 now foUows. 
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3.3 Corollaries of the Main Theorem. 
We now characterize all planar graphs G that have no Ws-minor. It is 
straightforward to see that G has no We-minor if and only if G, the simple 
graph associated with G, has no Ws-minor. Suppose G is not 3-connected. The 
following coroUary states that G can be constructed from 3-connected graphs 
and graphs having a small number of vertices. The proof follows immediately 
from CoroUary 1.8 and Theorem 3.1.2. 
3.3.1 Corollary. Let G be a planar graph having no We-minor. Suppose 
G has at least four vertices. Then G can be obtained from a set of graphs, 
{Hi, H2, ..., Hn}, where, for 1 < i < n, either Hi is a 3-connected, planar 
graph that does not have a We-minor, or Hi has three or fewer vertices, by a 
sequence of operations of disjoint unions, 1-sums, and 2-sums. 
Finally we give an upper bound for the number of edges of a simple, planar 
graph that does not have a Ws-minor. 
3.3.2 Corollary. Let G be a simple, planar graph having no We-minor. 
Let v = \V(G)\ > 3 and t = \E(G)\. Then 
<r T 1 4 2 7 1 m 
Proof. We proceed by induction on v. If v is three, then G is a triangle 
and the proof of InequaUty (t) is trivial. Assume InequaUty (f) is vaUd for all 
graphs with fewer than v vertices. 
Suppose G is 3-connected. If G does not have a Ws-minor, then G is 
isomorphic to a minor of Q3, #2,2,2} or Hj. Thus G has four, five, six, seven, 
or eight vertices. In the last three cases, G has no more than 12 edges and (f) 
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holds. If G has five vertices, then G is a proper minor of Ks and hence G has 
no more than nine edges and again (f) holds. If G has four vertices, then G is 
a minor of W3 and hence G has no more than eight edges so that (f) also holds 
in this case. We may now assume that G has a Ws-minor. Then G belongs to 
one of the classes of graphs G(h,j) and G satisfies InequaUty (t). 
Suppose G is 2-connected and not 3-connected. Then G is isomorpliic to 
P((Gi,Pi);(G2,P2))\p for some graphs Gi and G2 with basepoints p\ and P2, 
respectively. Since G is simple, we may assume that G2 is simple and either 
Gi or Gi\pi is simple. Then 
\E(G)\ = \E(Gi)\ + \E(G2)\ - 2 
<(\E(Gi)\ + l) + \E(G2)\-2 
= \E(Gi)\ + \E(G2)\-l. 
For i = l and 2, Gi has fewer than v vertices. Therefore, by the induction 
assumption, we have that 
\E(G)\ < |"^ 
27 
\V(Gi)\-^ + T'v<ft>l-T - 1 
4 
<\jW(Gi)\-f 4 - ^ | F ( G 2 ) | - f - l + 5 
T14 28 





The second inequality is vaUd since \a/5i] + \b/5]< fa/5 4- b/5 + 4/5") for 
all integers a and 6. Now suppose that G is not 2-connected. Let Gi, G2, 
. . . , Gfc be the blocks of G and suppose G has fc' connected components. 
Then \V(G)\ = ZUi \V(Gi)\ - (fc - fc') and \E(G)\ = Zi=i \E(G{)\. Since 
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Vi = |V(Gj)| is strictly less than v, we may apply the induction hypothesis to 
Gi. Then 
fc 









+<* - i) 
~ | 5 5 
The last inequality holds since both fc and fc' are at least one. The proof of 
InequaUty (f) is now complete. H 
It is worth noting that there are many graphs that satisfy equality in (f). 
The only 3-connected graphs that satisfy equaUty are W3, W4, A'2,2,2 5 and 
any graph that is a member of £7(6,12), £7(7,15), or £7(8,17). Moreover, for all 
n > 4, there is a graph with n vertices that satisfies equaUty in (f). We have 
seen that equaUty can be satisfied when 4 < n < 8. Let n > 9. If n = 0 or 
4 (mod 5), then let m = [n/5j; otherwise let m = [n/5\ — 1. Suppose G'i, 
G2, . • • , G m _i , and Gm are members of £7(7,15). The graph H wiU depend 
upon the congruence class of n modulo 5. If n = 0 (mod 5), then let H be 
Ks — e. If n = 1 (mod 5), then let if be a member of £7(6,12). If n = 2 (mod 
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5), then let H he a member of £7(7,15). If n = 3 (mod 5), then let H be a 
member of £7(8,17). Finally, if n = 4 (mod 5), then let H be W3. Then every 
parallel connection of H, Gi, G2, . . . , Gm_i and Gm is a simple graph that 
has \V(H)| 4- 5m vertices and |f?(ff)| + 14m edges. It is easy to check that 
these parameters do satisfy equaUty in (t). 
APPENDIX 
This appendix displays the tables that describe the extensions of the mem-
bers, of G(h,j) which were too lengthy to appear within the text of Chapter 3. 
Since each table is over one page in length, the foUowing specifies the beginning 
page number of each table: 
TABLE 3 EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN 0(8,13) 109 
TABLE 5 EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(8,14) I l l 
TABLE 6 EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(9,14) 114 
TABLE 7 EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(8,15) 116 
TABLE 8 EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(9,15) 117 
TABLE 11 EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(9,16) 122 
TABLE 12 EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(10,16) 124 






EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(8,13) 
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Page 2 of 3 
Edge. / Verification 
n n (17)(28)(56) 
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TABLE 5 Page 3 of 3 
Graph B Edge e Graph B + e Verification Edges / Verification 
G(8,14,22) vies We H:l; 0:2345678 
«i t»4 We H:l; C:2345678 
G(8,14,23) van G(8,15,30) 
G(8,14,26) vjve G(8,15,S0) 
ve«r We H:7; 0:1234586 
G(8,14,28) vtvt G(8,15,30) (176)(25)(34) 
•i«r We H:7; 0:1823456 
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TABLE 6 
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H:5,6,7; C: 123498 
Edges / Verification 
vav9,vtv9,v9v9 Vtv9:( 15)(26)(48)(37) 
v4vT (16)(25)(34)(78) 





• i n (27)(36)(45) 
vrv9 (27)(36)(45) 
• a n (27)(36)(45) 
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TABLE 7 


































































































































EXTENSIONS OF THE GRAPHS IN £7(9,15) 
Graph B Edge e Graph B + e Verification Edges / Verification 




v4v8 G(9,16,1) (14)(23)(59) 
vtvs G(9,16,2) (14)(23)(59) 
« 3 n G(9,16,4) (14)(23)(59) 
van We H:6,7; 0:1234589 
vavr We H:6,7; 0:1234589 
G(9,15,2) vav9 G(9,10,5) 
van G(9,16,5) (14)(23)(59) 
V|V» We H:4,5; 0:1238967 
v tv« W9 H:l,2; 0:347698 
v4«e We H:3,4; 0:128567 
V]V4 W6 H:4,5; 0:123967 
viv s W9 H:l,9; 0:2347658 
G(9,15,3) v3v ( G(9,18,0) 
vav9 G(9,10,T) 
v tv« G(9,16,2) (184)(23)(579) 
Oavr G(9,16,6) (1983)(4765) 
V|VS W9 H:l,9; C:2347658 
v«v« W9 H:3,4; 0:128567 
G(9,15,4) viv 9 G(9,10,8) 
«««r G(0,1O,0) 
•«n . G(0,1O,1O) 
van G(9,16,5) (12)(379)(468) 
nvg W« H:5,6,8; 0:192347 
van Ws H:l,2,3; 0:769854 
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Verification Edges / 









































































H: 1,2,8; 0:345679 
Page 5 of 5 
Edges / Verification 
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TABLE 11 
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H:5,6,8; C: 192347 




















Page 2 of 2 
Edges / Verification 
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TABLE 12 
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G(10,16,10) v tve 
nn 




Graph B + e Verification Edges / 
We H:4,5,8; C:123967 
Ws H:3,4,8;C: 12X967 
We H:1,9,X; C:2345678 
We H:3,4,8; C.12X9567 
G(10,17,1) (5X98)(67) 
We H:l,5,6,7; 0:234X89 
We H:6,7,8,X; 0:192346 
W6 H:6,7,8,X; 0:192345 
G(10,17,4) 
G(10,17,4) (1X)(29876543) 
We H:l,4j C.-23X56789 
We H:l,8; C:234567X9 
W« H:7,X; 0:18923456 
We H:5,9,X; 0:1678234 
G(10,17,18) 
W8 H:5,X; 0:12346789 
We H:l,2,9; C:345678X V|VS 
We H:X; 0:123456789 v9vx 
We H:l,8,9; C:234567X vrv0 
We H:4,5,6; 0:123X789 vevs 
W6 H:X; 0:123456789 v9vx 
We H:l,4,8,9; C.-23567X v,v7 
We H:5,X; 0:14328769 
Wa H:2,3,X; 0:1456789 vtvs 
G(10,17,1T) v.v„ 
G(10,17,12) (1548X)(2637) v«v0 
W0 H:l,2,8,9; C:34567X v,v, 
W« H:4,6,6; 0:123X789 v7ve 
We H:l,2,8,9; C:34567X 
W« H:X; 0:123456789 v,vx 
Page 3 of 4 
Verification 
n n (25)(34)(69)(78) 




vrn, vtvr, vavs vsv*:(24)(59)(68) 
• i n (24)(59)(68) 

















TABLE 12 Page 4 of 4 
Graph B Edge e Graph B + e Verification 
G(10,16,10) v tv ( We H:7,8,X; C.1234569 
van We H:6,7,X; C: 1543289 
nvx We H:X 0:123456789 






























































































H:l,8,9; 0:23X7654 vs«i 
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